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 flBSTRfiCT
 
nuitiMciriate statistical techniques eere used to deueicp
 
ffiodels useful in predicting major league baseball team minning
 
percentage and final league standings. The separate and combined
 
contributions of II performance measures to minning percentage
 
mere analyzed in four samples. Using multiple regression
 
techniques/ five significant predictors (slugging percentage^
 
batting average^ run-to-hIt ratio/ fielding percentage/ and
 
earned run average) mere ident ified, and used in a model to
 
predict minning percentage. Teams participating in the 1983
 
season mere used as a validation sample and the analysis yielded
 
a standard error In prediction equal to .1573. The five
 
predictors mere also analyzed mith a discriminant function
 
analysis in order to classify the teams into either the upper
 
half or lomer half of the final league standings. Uhen the
 
classification equations mere oppiled to the validation sample/
 
65^ of the teams mere correctly classified improving random
 
assignment by 66%.
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INTRODUCTION
 
The purpose of this theeie ie to develop ototietlcal lodele
 
that can be used to predict future perfornance based upon
 
knowledge of specified predictor variables. Independent
 
variables were Initially onolyzed in an effort to explain their
 
Individual and colIectIve contributions to knowledge obout a
 
criterion variable. Itodeis were then constructed using the
 
results obtained in the anaiysis to predict future perfornance
 
and category nenbership. To be wore specific, eleven tean
 
baseball statistics were analyzed using nultiple regression
 
anoiysis to predict winning percentage. Discrininant function
 
analysis was also used to predict which teons would conpiete the
 
season in the top half or the botton half of the final standings.
 
Predicting Future Perfornance; Correlation and Regression
 
For the sake of ciarity, several excellent texts (Cohen &
 
Cohen, 1975; Draper & Snith, 1968; Keriinger, 1979; kin & kohout,
 
1975; Lewis-Beck, 1980; Tabachnick & FidelI, 1983) that were
 
consulted in preparing the correlation and regression sections of
 
the thesis, ore credited here. Of course, infornation specific
 
 to 0 parttcuiar' outhopity oili pefepenced »hen opppoppioie.
 
In opdop to undopotand and explain bohavloPi psyohologlots
 
Integpate fpagaento of knopIedgo In oone coippohenolblo «ay.
 
In the ppocooo o eubetltute eopid Is cpeated, a theopetlcal
 
Bodel, ehlch Is a peppesentatlon of the peal eopId (Bell, 1979).
 
The developnent of this eodel is based upon knowledge of the
 
occuppence of poptioulap phenoeena undep study, and Is used to
 
ppedlct the ppoboblllty of thelp pecuppence in the futupe. If
 
the Bodei is valid, the Infepped featupes and explanations ape
 
ocoupate. If it ppedicts successfully to sobs cpitepion, it has
 
ehot is tepBed ppedictlve op cpltfplon pelated validity.
 
fl basic coBponent of a ppedictive Bodel is a neosupe
 
assessing the stpength of the llneop pelatlonship between two op
 
Bope voplobtes. A coppelotIon coefficient C/*xy) a nunbep that
 
estlBotes this pelatlonship between two vapiobles thot ops
 
expected to covapy in sowe logical way. The lognltude of
 
indicates the degpee to which they ops peioted. Fop exawpte, two
 
vapiobles that hove been found to be peioted ape scholostic
 
optitude and high school gpodes (Holtzoan t Spown, 1968). These
 
tio variable9 are positively related. That neane high scores on
 
a suitable scholastic optitude test are assoctated eith high
 
grade point average (6PR), and conversely iov aptitude scores are
 
associated eith low GPfl's.
 
In tens of prediction, individuals obtoining high scores on
 
one variable (jr) are also expected, in general, to obtain high
 
scoree on the other variable (y). Hence, if the relationship is
 
a strong one, inforiation about an indivIdual's score on one of
 
the variables can be used to predict his or her score on the
 
other variable. The variables can be related positively as noted
 
above, or negotiveiy. H negotive relotiOn eeons high scores on
 
one variable are paired with low scores on the other variable.
 
A bivariate correlation coefficient can range froe -1.0 to
 
-•■1.0 with scores near zero denoting only a weak linear 
relationship and scords near -1.0 and +1.0 denoting a very strong 
negative and positive relationship, respectively. Mhen the value 
of « -1.0 or -•■1.0 the variablee ore perfectly correlated. 
Every ^ score is dssociated with only one valud of In other 
words, if scholastic aptitude and grade point average were 
perfectly correiotedi every Indlviduei obtelnlny a particular
 
score on an optitude test eould have the sane 6Pfl. Uhen the
 
voiue of equois 0, the voriobiee ore unrelated. This neons
 
that 03 the values of one of the variables Increase the values of
 
the other variable do not increase or decrease systenaticolly.
 
Bn additional neosure ossessIng the strength of the linear
 
relotlonship beteeen variobles ^ dnd y is r the coefficient of
 
deternlnatlon. Uhen the correlotlon coefficient assessing the
 
strength of the reiationship betoeeh teo variables is squared,
 
the squared coefficient is a neaSure of shared variance. For
 
exonple, if the correlation beteeen teo vorlobIes,anount of ^
 
rainfall (jr) and plant groeth (^), is .7, then the shared
 
variance is Indicated by ^xy^^ neosure of shared
 
voriance explains the degree to ehich Infornotion in jr accounts
 
for or explains inforaation in TheSe teo variables hove 491
 
of their variance in coiaon. Bn ^ - 1 denotes a perfect
 
correlation, thot is, the voriance in jrperfectly accounts for
 
the varionce in^and vice verso. The other extreae, on »
 
0, indicotes variables Jt and y do not shore any variance. In
 
this cassj knosledge of .«* contributes nothing to our knowledge of
 
yt prediction reiying purely on chance, in sunooryi the
 
coefficient of deternination is a leosure of the expianotory
 
poser of a relationship. It explains the proportion of the total
 
variance that .r and ^  have in comon.
 
In soee instances a aatheeatical oodel can be used to
 
represent a set of phenoeena explaining relations beteeen
 
variables and predicting future perfornance. For exaepie, euch
 
has been learned about the variables associated with grade
 
achieveeent by evaluating data collected over eany years. Rs
 
nentioned above, Holtzean and Brown (1968) found that scholastic
 
aptitude was associated with grades. Using this kind of
 
inforwation, wodels can be constructed to predict the liklihood
 
of success in college for individuals for whow data is only
 
available on the the Scholastic Rptitude Test (SRI). Regression
 
analysis is a widely used statistical procedure for constructing
 
such wathewatical wodels. In a nontechnical sense, the wodel
 
involves predicting college 6PR by wultiplying a score
 
representing the independent variable, SRT scores, by a nuwerical
 
weight that is derived based upon the strength of that variable's
 
relationship with the dependent variabie, coliege grades.
 
Rs noted above, knovledge about the relationship between
 
variables is used to predict future events. The relationship
 
between two variableSj .r and y, can be estiwated algebraically by
 
fitting a line to a scotterplot of points representing pairs of
 
scores. The siwpiest reiationship between two variables is
 
represented by the foraula jfy = /?+ where y* is the
 
predicted value of ^ ,^deterwine3 the height, and /Tthe slope or
 
steepness of the line. The coefficient S is called the y
 
Intercept or constant because It is the point at which the
 
regression line crosses the axis of the scotterplot. In other
 
words, ^represents the value of ^ when the value is equal to
 
zero. The coefficient S, is referred to as the regression
 
coefficient and denotes the expected change in with one unit
 
of change in x. Uhen there is a strong relationship between x
 
and jf, the absolute value of if will be great and the line will
 
have a steep slope, and alternatiysly, if the variables jr and
 
are unrelated there will not be any slope to the iinei it wllI be
 
parallel to either the r or yaxis. Thus, with one unit of
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change in jr, ^aould not be expected to change at alt. Oelng the
 
^and #coefficiente a yecore can be calculated for any given jc
 
ecore, Thereforei oeing this regression or prediction line, g
 
can be predicted eith knoeledge of .rand vice verso.
 
In the behavioral sciences, it Is ieprobable that any
 
relationship beteeen variables «i11 result in a perfect
 
correlation. Because of the types of variables under study and
 
problees elth Beasurenent, social scientists hove had to develop
 
says of Bininizlng error. In statistical terns, error can be
 
defined as the difference betieen the observed scores and the
 
predicted scores. Uhile attenpting to keep error ot a nininuB,
 
behavioral scientists have not, os yet, been oble to etiBlnate
 
It, and therefore it is reasonable to assuBe that any Beasurenent
 
reflects the phenoBenon being neasured plus error, in the
 
behavioral sciences it is often assueed that error Is inevitable,
 
that It Is iBpossible to ellBinate, and thot it is difficult to
 
Identify oil sources of error.
 
One exoBple of a strong positive relationship Is the nusber
 
of hours one spends studying (jr) and the nusber of right ansvers
 
one gets on on oxon (^). It io expected that the eore tine one
 
spends studying ti^e lone questions he/she will onseen correctly.
 
Hoeeuer, there eight be seuerol people studying for o portlculor
 
nueber of hours oho do not get the soee score on the test|
 
although an overall positIve relationship exists. In this case
 
the variability aeong students Is a source of error (I.e.; there
 
nay be several dlfferent x scores for one score). In other
 
oords, all the observed scores oil I not foil on the prediction
 
line. Knooing x oe do not aloays knoo y. R person's particular
 
score on a test Is likely to be a function of hoo eany hours
 
spent studying plus aeasureeent error.
 
Since error cannot be eiioinoted It oust be estlaoted and
 
token into account In predicting future perforaonce. Prediction
 
error is doteraIned by calculoting the difference betoeen each
 
person's observed score (^) and predicted score(y), ond suaaing
 
the squared differences, ~ These deviation scores are
 
squared before they are suaaed, so that the negotlve values do
 
not cancel out the positive values. It folloas froa the feast
 
squares criterion, that the line that predicts aost accurately is
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the one that jBiniffiizee the sun of squared errors^ 5SE = ­
The resulting regression line sill be the one that best
 
fits the data. In other eords, the values of and are chosen
 
30 that they yleid the sfflql lest SSE»
 
It is possible that the scores on an jr variable can be
 
correlated »ith other variables also infiuehcing the^variab^
 
For exanplei in the Holtzson and Brom (1968) study, variables
 
not included in the analysis sight be correlotedeith aptitude
 
scores and, as a result, sight also influence an individual's
 
GPfi. Level of sotivation, for exaspIs, say be correlated oith
 
his or her aptitude score and GPR. Hence, a student scoring high
 
on a test of sotivation to achieve sight be expected to have a
 
high GPH. Thus, the bivariate regression coefficient (i^ is
 
frequentIy confounded by the effects of other variables. It
 
souid be interesting to look at the effects of scholastic
 
aptituds and sotivdtionai level, independently, on high school
 
grades »hHe the effects of the other variable is elisinated. In
 
addition, valuable inforsotion souId result fros assessing the
 
cosbined effects of the tso variables on predicting GPH.
 
Hu11 i01e RegressIon flnaIgsIe
 
flultipls Regression Analysis CRRA) is used to anaiyze the
 
strength of individual and/or coebIned effects of several
 
independent variables on a single dependent varioble. In
 
addition^ the strength of the relationship of individual
 
independent variables can be assessed eith the effects of the
 
other independent variobies statistlealtyeiinindted. And as in
 
bivarIate or sinpIe regression^ the inforeation obtained in IfRR
 
can be used to predict scores on the dependent voriabie for
 
subjects for ehoe only data on the independent variables is
 
knoen. The prediction equation can be expressed in the
 
(unstandardized) equation as;
 
(I)
 
g'0* ♦ . . . ♦ 
ehere ^ stonds for the predicted value of the dependent
 
variable, .r stands for eoch of the A independent voriables, 0
 
stands for the constant, and the 0*s stand for the partiol
 
regression coefficients.
 
As in sinple regression, the values for 0and 0 are chosen 
to ■iniiize the SSE. Each x is nuitiplled by a corresponding 
lvalue or partial regression coefficient reflecting the strength 
of that particular variable's contribution to prediction of 
10 
In other eords^ each variable Is eelghted according to its
 
predictive value. The partial regreselon coefficient reflects
 
the OBOunt of change in yelth one unit of change in jq, ehile
 
through are held constant, thus controlling for their effects.
 
Likeeise, reflects the oBount of change In yeith one unit of
 
change In .4^ while .Tf and js^ through ji^ do not vary. The
 
portlol regression coefficient Is siBilar to the blvariate
 
regression coefficient with the exception that the effects of the
 
other voriables In the equation are statistically ellBlnated.
 
This partialling out of the effects of confounding variables
 
allows the researcher to Investigate the relative contribution of
 
each independent vorioble to the prediction of
 
The proportion of variance in the dependent varioble explained
 
by the weighted linear coabInation of the voriables In the
 
equation is expressed os The coefficient of deterBination,
 
is an extension of the blvariate case and assesses the
 
strength of the linear relationship of all of the variables in
 
the equation with the dependent variable. To calculate
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estimates of variation from different sources must be derived.
 
Total variance reflects the amount of variance attributable
 
to the regression plus the amount of variance
 
attributable to residual or error (^4>es^' i3> that amount
 
of y variance that is predictable from the set of independent
 
variables Is reflected in the ^4*eg' the amount of the y
 
variance that is left over or that mhich is unpredictable is
 
reflected in The is derived by adding the squared
 
differences betmeen the individual predicted ^scores and the
 
mean of the y scores[^4»eg" ~ The is found
 
just as it mas In the bivariate example by summing the squared
 
differences betmeen the Individual observed y scores and the
 
predicted y scores E-^4>es ~ ~ is then
 
calculated by dividing the variance attributable to the
 
regression by the total variance;
 
(2)
 
SSy - '^^^eg
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The variation in the dependent variable that is predictable fro*
 
the best eeighted linear coRbindtion of independent variables is
 
There are three llRft techniques: standard, stepelse^ and
 
hierarchical. These techniques differ on hoe the shared variance
 
is partitioned and hoe the order of variables is detereined.
 
Each technique diloes the researcher to exaeine the statistical
 
significance of the overall equation to prediction and to test
 
the significance of the unique contribution of each independent
 
variable.
 
Standard Regression flnalqsis. The first technique, teried
 
standard aiuitiple regression, is characterized by having all of
 
the variables enter the equation at the soaetlee. Cohen and
 
Cohen (1975) refer to this technique as the siaultaneous nodel
 
since all of the independent variables are considered
 
slRultaneously and on an equal footing. The equation produced is
 
the best linear estinote of the dependent vdrlabIe eith all of
 
the independent variables. This equation is useful for
 
estiaating predicted jr for qdditlonql saaples fron the original
 
population. Rn /"score is coeputed testing the null hypothesis,
 
15 i ^ 
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ALi R - 0. In other It assessed »hether or not the
 
coinbination of independent variables significant I predict the
 
dependent uarlable scores. This oyerall /" score is the saie as
 
the /"test in the anaiysis of variance (flHOUR) and Is calculated
 
by first finding the mean square attributable to the regression
 
(i^.^gg) and the sean square attributable to the residual
 
(i'K.^gs)* ^^eg ■^'^eg divided by its degrees of
 
freedoffi Cdf), k = the nueber of Independent variables, and 
Is calculated by dividing by Its df, n - k - 11. The F Is 
then calculated by using the equation: 
(3) 
eg 
/■ = 
^-Ses 
n - k - I 
(Cohen & Cohen, 1975), and can be evaluated using k and n - k ­
1 df.; ' • ■ 
The partial regression coefficients (i^) associated with each 
Independent variable are derived ehlle holding constant the effects 
of all of the other Independent variables. Each independent 
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varioble id evaluated as if It is the last predictori and hence
 
each variable's predictive value over and above all of the other
 
variables is deterelned. For exaeplei the unique contribution of
 
each independent varioblei is evaluoted by coapariny the 
coapIete Equation 1 eith the saae equation ainus the variable 
under investigation (i.e.,y ® ^1X2 + ♦ . . . 
to deteraine if that variabiei adds significantly to
 
prediction over and above the coabined effects of the other
 
variables. An F score is coaputed testing the significance of
 
the individual contributation of each regression coefficient
 
using Equation 3 eith the nuaerator df « 1; and the denoainator
 
df « - 1.
 
In addition to the regression coefficients^ the seaipartial
 
correlotion coefficient ond its square is/* aeosure the
 
unique contribution of each independent varloble. The s/* ^  is o
 
aeosure of the proportion of the variance in the dependent
 
variable that is uniquely shared aith a particular independent
 
variable, in other aords, each independent variable's s/* ^ 
 
represents the increase in ahen a particular variable is
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 added to the equation oven and above the that Includes
 
variables already In the equation.
 
Hierarchical Regression ftnalqsls. The second technique,
 
hierarchical regression, Is used ehen the researcher lants to
 
enter the variables Into the equation In sone predeteratned order
 
based upon theoretical Inforaatlon or previously collected
 
results. The standard aultlple regression technique aay be
 
Incoaplete because the order In which the variables are evaiuoted
 
Is reflected \n R^, Uhen the variables are entered In a
 
predeterilned order, the shored variance Is uniquely partitioned
 
bosed upon the logic of the researcher. It is possible that soae
 
Independent variables are aeanlngful only after the effects of
 
related variables have been partlaHed. The researcher, based
 
upon prior inforaatlon, con enter the vorlables In a hypothesized
 
order while testing the hypothesis at each step of the analysis.
 
For exaaple, It aay be hypothesized that variable Is a
 
predictor only after the effects of varioble Rm*e controlled
 
for. In odd!tIon, variable^aay be hypothesized to
 
significantly predict the dependent variable only after the
 
effects of varIobies\^and ifhave been held constant. These
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hypotheses can be tested at the second and third steps of the
 
analysis. In addition^ based upbn theory or previous anoiyses,
 
the researcher nay detersine that certain variables have greater
 
isportonce in pred1cting the dependent voriobie ond^ hence those
 
voriobtes sight be entered first. In other vordsj early entry
 
Into the equation could be based upon the theoretical isportance
 
of the variablesr ftlterndtiveljji vdriabiss
 
theoretical Isportance (nuisance variables) can be entered early
 
in order to control their effects ehile assessing the sore
 
iBportant variables.
 
The analysis proceeds in stages or steps eith the independent
 
voriabies being entered one at a tise at each step, fin Is
 
calculated at each step assessing the predictability of the
 
dependent variable fros the linear cosbination of independent
 
variables In the equation up to that point, in the first step
 
Is equal to ^ because at that point only one independent
 
variable Is In the equation. In step 1 the first variobte (;r|)
 
enters the equation and is evqiuoted based upon its reiotionship
 
sith the dependent variable ehile the effects of the reBainIng
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variables are not considered.
 
Too /^scores can be coeputed at each step except step t
 
because at step 1 the overaii /'(assessing the overai equation at
 
that point) and the individual /'(assessing the unique
 
contribution of variable .r|) neasure the saee thing. The overall
 
F is conputed with Equation 3 using df^g^ and df^gg just as it
 
eas for standard nuit[pie regression using df^gg and df^gg to
 
test the null hypothesis^ ® 0- In the second step
 
enters the equation and Hgj > 0 is again testedj this tine
 
the conbined effects of and are evoiuated. In addition,
 
the unique effects of >r2 can be assessed using the foiloving
 
equation:
 
(4)
 
res
 
.where is the squared seniportiai correlation coefficient
 
associated vith the independent variable being evaiuated, 1 - R^
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is the error or residuoi ossocioted with oil of the independent
 
ooriobles and and df^^^ pertains to the df for the analysis at
 
the fInoI step which InoIudes dli of the Independent oarIob1es.
 
This /'score can be eoaluted by using 1 and /? - 4* -!df Ch ­
nunber of independent oarlobles at the final step). This process
 
continues until all of the independent variables haoe entered the
 
equation,
 
Steowise Regression flnaiysis. The third regression technique
 
is terned stepwise. In stepwIse regression the particular
 
variable that contributes the oost to prediction, based on the
 
data, is entered at each step. That Is, the variable that
 
contributes the tost to after previously entered variables
 
ore taken into account is entered at each step. Hence, stepwise
 
nuitiple regression also proceeds In stoges or steps. In the
 
first step the variable that has the strongest relationship with
 
(largest bIvorlate correlation) is entered and evoluoted. In the
 
second step the variable that has the largest 5/* and thus,
 
increases the nost, is entered into the equation and
 
evaluated. The overall /testing the significance of is
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derived using the sane equation in stepeise regression that is
 
used for the standard and hierarchical regression techniques,
 
Equation 3. In addition, the sane equation (4) that Is used to
 
assess the unique contribution of each independent variable in
 
hierarchical regression, is used in stepeise regression testing
 
the null hypothesis^: « 0.
 
The steps continue until a variable is encountered that does
 
not odd significantly to prediction (i.e., does not significantly
 
increase bosed upon a predetereined alpha level or until the
 
last independent vorlable has been entered.
 
flssuBPtlons. There are three related assunptions underlying
 
the eultiple regression procedures and the significance tests of
 
the outcoees. They ore nornolity, linearity, and
 
honoscedastlcity of the errors (residuols). The first,
 
nortality, assuaes the differences beteeen the obtained and
 
predicted scores ore nornolly distributed about a neon of zero.
 
This aeons that inspection of the scotterplot of the predicted g
 
values against the residuals should reveal o pileup of scores at
 
the center of the plot (aeon) and have a rectanguior shope. In
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addition to the aeeuRption eith regards to the errops^ the shape
 
of the distribution of data points for each variable is also
 
assueed to be nOreoi. Data transforeotions lay be needed if
 
there is a preponderance of scores at either the loe or high end
 
of the distribution.
 
The second ossueption refers to linearity of the relationship
 
between predicted yscores and errors of prediction^ The overall
 
shape of ^ against residuals scatterplot should be rectangular.
 
If the Iinearlty assueption is violated the scatterplot will be
 
curved instead of rectangular.
 
The assuwption of howoscedasticity states that for oil levels
 
of ^ the standard deviations of the residuals are approxiwately
 
equal, flgainj If the shape of the scatterplot Is rectangular^
 
the degree of variance about the wean is siwllar for low values
 
of and high values of^. If the plot of residuals shows
 
greater dispersewent about the wean at one end of the ^ 
 
distribution, then the assuwption is violated.
 
Selecting a Regression Techniaue. Stepwise regression Is
 
priworily used as an exploratory tool when the researcher is
 
interested In finding a set of variables that best predicts ^ and
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eiiRinating froB further study those uariobies that do not add
 
significantly to prediction. Because the technique capitalizes
 
on the vagaries of soRpiing, a criticisR often associated eith
 
stepeise regression is that additional soRples froR the original
 
population often eiII produce different results. Therefore, it
 
is strongiy recoRRended (Cohen & Cohen, 1975; Tabachnick &
 
Fideti, 1983} that additional soRpiesfroR the original
 
population be analyzed and only those results that generalize
 
across saRpies be reported. Hierarchical and stepvise techniques
 
can be coebined eith a block of related independent varlabies
 
entering in a pretereined order. Ulthln that block the order of
 
the variables con enter the equation according to stepeise
 
criteria (Uorren & ncEachren, 1983).
 
The appropriate statisticai test for assessing the effects of
 
a set or block of variables is:
 
'inc
 
ehere represents the increRentdl /"ratio for the set being
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onaiyzed, Js the after the laet uarloble In the set has
 
entered the equationi le the eultIpie elthout the eet or
 
before the eet enters the equation, #represents the nueber of
 
variables in the set, and dfy^gg »> t 4^ - 1 Is the df^^^ ot the
 
last step of the equation. The can be evaluated using 4^and
 
n- k- t^'df.-"
 
Gordon (1968) suggests that the use of theory is crucial ehen
 
eepIoying even stepsIse analyses. Sose variables thot ore
 
rejected based upon statistical criteria as not contributing
 
significantly to prediction say In foct be isportant. Uhen too
 
correlated independent variables ore analyzed using IfRfl, the
 
asount of variance they share olth the dependent variabfe sill be
 
attributed to the first variable entered. The asount of variance
 
left to be attributed to the resaining variable say be very
 
snail. The use of theory or cross validation analyses is
 
parasount in discovering the inter-reiatlonships betseen the
 
independent variables. Ezeklal and Fox (1959) believe that all
 
too often researchers sistakingly dississ as being of no
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theoretical leportance relevant predictors because they fall to
 
carefully and logically analyze these inter-relotlonshlps beteeen
 
Independent variables.
 
There are too Inportant Issues that the researcher should
 
consider when evaluating the unique effects of each independent
 
variable using hierarchical and stepvise regression analyses.
 
They both involve assessing the unique effects of each
 
independent variable. Too leasures assessing the unique
 
contribution of each independent variable to prediction of the
 
dependent variable are regression coefficients (^weights) and
 
the squared seeipartial correlation coefficients (9/* ^ ). The
 
first Issue Involves eaklng a choice as to ehich of these too
 
neosures to test. The ^eeights ore unaffected by order of entry
 
into the equation since they are derived In hierarchical and
 
stepvise llRfl In the sane nay as they are In standard IIRfl. That
 
is, each #-velght associated vith each independent variable is
 
evaluated os If the variable enters last, vith the effects of ail
 
of the other Independent variables elininated.
 
The value of 5/*^, on the other hand, is a direct result of
 
the order of variable entry because at each step of the analysis
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 7
and sr 7^ arc derived ehile controlling for the effects of
 
only the previously entered variables. Since in hierarchical
 
regression the researcher enters the variables in a predeterained
 
order for the purpose of evaluating the variance of specified
 
independent variables after the effects of other specified
 
independent variables are elininated, then it folloes that the
 
significance of sr/*^ be tested rather than the regression
 
coefficients. Hence, vhen using hierarchical regression
 
techniques, tests of the ^ eeights are inappropriate ehile
 
evaluation of the sr ^ 's Is tore eeaningful. The saee logic
 
applies to stepeise regression since at each step of the equation
 
the relevant inforeation only involves variables entered up to
 
that point. The eost comonly used coaputer packages nay only
 
provide a test of the i^eeights. Therefore, it is recoaaended
 
(Kin & Xohout, 1975; Tobochnick & Fidell, 1983) that the printed
 
/"scores be re-evaluated to test the unique contribution of each
 
independent variable to prediction. The /"is based upon the
 
shared variance (sr/* 2) rather than the regrdssion coefficients.
 
Equation 3 is appropriate for testing the
 
The second issue concerns coaputoiion of the error tera ahen 
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 evaluating the unique effects of the independent variables, if
 
Hodel I is used, the error ten, l-y9^/n - k- t eith df » /? - 4* ­
1, is based upon the nueber of independent variables in the
 
equation up to that point. represents the squared nultiple
 
correlation of all the variables in the equation up to that
 
point, and 4*also represents the nuaber of variables in the
 
equation up to that point. If Hodel II is used, the error tern
 
and df are based upon the nuaber of independent variables that
 
ail I ultiaately be entered into the equation (Equations 4 and 5
 
use the Hodel II error tera). The reaoval of additional g
 
variance associated aith variables not yet in the equation should
 
yield a saaller, purer error tera or denOainator in the Fratio,
 
fl saaller error tera aould, of course, yield a larger Fscore,
 
but ds error df diainish, criterion /"ratio's increase. Rll
 
things considered, the resources surveyed generally recoaaend the
 
use of Hodel II.
 
flpplication of Regression Techniques
 
The research reported in this section serve as exoaples of HRR
 
techniques applied to probleas in psychology, sport and criainal
 
behavior. The exoaples are intended to be illustrative rather
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than exhaustive. Uarren and tlcEachren (1983) used Multiple
 
regression to deternine ehether or not a selected set of
 
psychosocial variables are related to depression in adult eonen,
 
and ehether or not these variables are lore strongly associated
 
vith feiale depression than several denographic factors. Four
 
psychosocial variables; perceived life control^ social supportj
 
perceived accoipltshnentj and derived identity, in addition to
 
five denogrophic variabies; age/ education, annuai faniIy incone,
 
marital status and enploynent status, sere studied, fl
 
self-report scale nos used to measure depression, the dependent
 
variable, fl hierarchical/stepmise combination mas used to
 
analyze the data. Three sets or blocks of related independent
 
variables entered the equation in a predetermined order ehiie the
 
order of entry mithin the sets was siepwise. The demographic
 
variables entered first, the psychosocial variables second, and
 
the third set entered included ail possibie 2-eay products of the
 
interaction between the demographic and psychosocial variables.
 
This procedure aiIowed for the effects of the set of denographic
 
variables to be held constant while assessing the effects of the
 
set of psychosocial variables. Eleven percent of the variance
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«as shared by the first set of variables and depression. The
 
addition of the psychosocial variables increased by 28X and
 
the addition of the interactions increased the explained variance
 
by 6X. Both the 28X increase and the 6X increase vere
 
significant.
 
Each of the psychosocial variables contributed significantly
 
to the prediction of y eith perceived life control having the
 
largest sr Bil of the deeographic variables except earitaI
 
Status sere significantly associated oith depression.
 
Becker and Suls (1983) used nultiple regression techniques to
 
study the effects of bosebalI tean perfornance on attendance.
 
The authors used three neasures of teai perforsance: (a) tean
 
einning percentage^ (b) a social conparison index derived by
 
conporing the teon's final standing nith the final standing of
 
the other teonsj and (c) a tenporal conparison Index reflecting
 
each tean's quality based on a conparison of the teon's present
 
and past perfornance. Hone attendance figures constituted the
 
dependent neasure.
 
It nas hypothesized that a positive relationship exists
 
beteeen the three neasures of tean quality and attendance. In
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other words, high quality teais draw lorger crowds and low
 
quality teaws draw snailer crowds. The researchers did not
 
hypothesize the refatiue strength of any of the effects of the
 
independent variobies nor did they offer a hypothesis about the
 
conbined effects of the independent variables. Using standard
 
nultiple regression It was found that winning percentage ond the
 
social conparison Index were related to attendance in the
 
predicted direction. However, the tenporaI conparison Index was
 
negatively related to attendance. Interestingly, tease that had
 
inproved experienced low attendance while teans that did not do
 
as well OS in the previous year evidenced higher attendance
 
figures.
 
fln y? » .878 indicated thot the three predictor variables
 
token together account for 77.051 of the variance in attendonce.
 
The authors further reported that each variable provided a unique
 
contribution to the prediction of attendance. Analyzing
 
standardized regression coefficients they found an /CI,I95) «
 
35,59, p< .001 for winning percentage, an /TI,I95) = 4.30, p <
 
.05 for social comparison, and an /t1,l95) 29.49 fi < .001 for
 
tewporal conparison.
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 fl second study eos perforned using season ticket sales as the
 
dependent seasune rather than overall ticket saies. The /? for
 
the three predictors eith season ticket sales eas .881 indicating
 
that 78,f6X of the variance in season ticket sales is accounted
 
for by the linear coabination of the three perforaance aeosures.
 
Rn analysis of the standordlzed regression coefficients indicated
 
that in the second study sinning percentage did not contribute
 
significantly to prediction over and above the effects of the
 
other variables. Both the social coaparison index and the
 
teaporal coaparison index contributed significantly to
 
prediction, /Cl,12) - 1.57, p< .05, and /Ci,12) » 10.17, p<
 
.01, respectively. Consistent with the first study, the teaporal
 
coaparison index aos negatively related to attendence.
 
Rnderson and flhderson (1981) used aultiple regression analysis
 
to study the effects of air teaperature and day of the seek on
 
violent criae. The total nuaber of criainal assaults, including
 
hoaicide, rape, battery, and araed robbery, reported during a 90
 
day period froa June - Rugust, 1977 constituted the dependent
 
aeosure. The predictor variables included the daily teaperature
 
and the day of the seek the criae took place. Day of the seek
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was included In order to exonine the independent contribution of
 
tenperoture to predicting aggression. Using standard regression
 
onoiysis, the researchers report that day of the week accounted
 
for 0 significant proportion of the variance in the nunber of
 
assaults, /t6,82) * 4.78, < .001. Tenperature was also
 
significantly related to the nuwber of assaults /(f,82}"8.80, p
 
< .005. Unfortunately, the authors failed to report effect sizes
 
i't.ts.,
 
fln additional study using data coilected frow criwe reports in
 
a Houston newspaper was d180 reported. For this study two
 
dependent variables were deterwined, the nunber of aggressive
 
criwes (wurder and rape) and the nuwber of nonaggressive criwes
 
(robbery and arson). Rgain, day of the week was included as a
 
variable in a test of the effects of tewperoture on criwe. The
 
authors report that tewperoture and day of the week were
 
significantly associated with aggressive criwes, /(I,303) 8.02,
 
p < .005 and /(I,303)- 44.27, < .0001, respectively. The
 
nonaggressive criwes were not signifcantly related to tewperoture
 
or day of the week, fl hierarchical analysis should have been
 
ewployed since the authors indicated that the variable, day of
 
the »eek| «ae added to the study in order to nore preoieeiy test
 
the lain hypothesis about tenperoture effects by reioving the
 
uorlohce associated eith day of the week.
 
Piscriiinant Function Analysis
 
For the sake of ciorityi as in the correlation and regression
 
sectionsj Heyck and iCiecka (1973), Klecko (1975), and Tabachnick
 
and Fidel I {1983) served as the prliary sources and are credited
 
here. And siiiiiarly, inforiotion specific to a particular
 
authority »i11 be referenced when appropriate.
 
Oiscrininant function analysis (OFA) is a statistical
 
procedure that is used to distinguish between two or lore groups
 
of subjects based upon knowledge about specified variables. The
 
researcher, using theory or previously analyzed results, selects
 
a set of predictor or discriiinoting variables that relate to
 
characteristics upon which the groups are expected to differ.
 
For exaiple, it way be of interest for educators to have a tool
 
that could classify learning disabled and eiotionaiiy disturbed
 
chiIdren into their respective groups using scores on severai
 
psychological tests as predictor variables. i The goal of DFA is
 
to weight and linearly coiblne predictor variables so that the
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groups are as stoiisticaily distinct as possible, iy taking
 
scores free several psychological tests and aatheaatically
 
coebining thesj it is expected that a single diaenslon oil I be
 
found on ehich the scores for the learning disabled children
 
cluster at one end and the scores for the eootionolly disturbed
 
children cluster at the other end.
 
In order to do this, discrieinant analysis fores o linear
 
coebination of the predictor variables called a discrieinant
 
function. The equation is typically expressed in standardized
 
fashion as:
 
(6)
 
^1' *^\2 ^ 2* •''* ^ ik ^ 
 
•here i?* is the score on the fth discrieinant function, the a^'s
 
are eeighting coefficients, and the ^*'3 are standardized scores
 
on the predictor (iClecka,197S). A discrieinant score is
 
calculated for each case.
 
As the equation indlcotes, an individuol subject's score on
 
the ith discrieinant function is calculated by eultiplying that
 
individual's standardized score for each predictor variable by
 
its associated standardized eeighting coefficient ond sueeing oil
 
of the products. The onaiysis identifies predictor voriabies
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based upon their ability to differentially neodure
 
characteristics of the groups and assigns eeighting coefficients
 
accordingly. These eeighting coefficientSi ehich are sieilar to
 
the\^eeights in nultipie regression, reflect the relative
 
ieportance of the variables to the discrieinant function. The
 
scores for the predictor variables are in standard score fore and
 
represent hoe eany standard deviations that case is aeoy froe the
 
nean of all of the cases. The saee characteristics apply to the
 
derived ^ score for each function. The eean of all of the
 
scores for each function Is zero and the standard deviation is
 
one. The /^scores for the cases belonging te each group are
 
expected to be sleilory and the average of all of the S scores
 
for a group, the group neon, is referred to as the group
 
centroid.
 
flnalysis Using Discrieinant Functions. DFfl has teo najor
 
uses, analysis and classification, flnaiysis, involves
 
interpreting three separate coeponents of the anaIysis. In the
 
first coeponent of the analysis the researcher assesses the
 
strength of each predictor variable's contribution to the
 
discrlninatlon. Second, the feeestnunber of functions it takes
 
 to obtain satisfactory dlscriaitnation Is deternlned. And thirds
 
It Is deternlned ehether or not the predictor variables actually
 
separate the groups. An exanpie of ossessnent of each variable's
 
unique contribution to the dlscrlnlnatIon could Include
 
collecting test data fron children knonn to belong to the too
 
groups nentloned above, learning disabled enotlonally disturbed.
 
These data can be analyzed to deternlne each predictor variable's
 
(or test's) ability to discrlnlnate betoeen the too groups of
 
children based upon their test scores. Sone of the tests nay be
 
nore tine consuning or expensive to adnlnlster than others,
 
therefore. It oould be desirable to be able to estlnote If the
 
Infornatlon obtained In the testing oarrants the added expense.
 
There are three neasures for assessing the contribution of
 
each predictor variable's ability to distinguish betoeen groups.
 
The first Is the nagnltude of the oelghtIng coefficients.
 
SInpiy, those variables that are associated olth large
 
discrlnlnant coefficients. Ignoring the sign, ore ossuned to be
 
the strongest predictors. And alternatively, the variables that
 
are associated olth very snail oelghtIng coefficients are assuned
 
to contribute very IIttle to the dlscrlnlnatIon. But, just as
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interpreting the Magnitude of regression coefficients in this
 
fashion con be Misleading^ such an eualuation of weighting
 
coefficients can also be Misleading.
 
The second Measure estlMating relaliue contribution of
 
particular predictor uariabies invoices intrepreting the
 
correlations between predictor variables and each discrlMinant
 
function (Huberty, 1984). CoMrey (I9?3) suggests that the
 
correlation between the predictor variable and the discriainant
 
function be at least 0.3 (9X shared variance). It should be
 
noted that these correlations do not take into account the
 
confounding effects of the other predictor variables. In other
 
words, they are analogous to bivariate correlations where the
 
effects of the other variables have not been ellMinated.
 
The final approach Is to evaluate how well the predictor
 
variables separate each group froM all the other groups. This is
 
done by contrasting each group with alI of the other groups
 
coMbined in order to deterHine which predictor is Most Iwportant
 
in isolating the tested group. For exawple, suppose a set of
 
predictor variables is used to analyze the differences between
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 groups fit fit and €. Group is contrasted »ith groups and C,
 
and the predictor or set of predictors that is Bost inportant in
 
isolating group ^ are identified. Likevisej group ^Is
 
contrasted with groups^and ^to deteraine the lost inportant
 
variable or variables contributing to Isolation of that group.
 
This process continues until all of the possible contrasts ore
 
Bade.
 
In the second coBponent of the onaigsis the nueber of
 
discrlBinont functions is detereined. The BoxiBUB nueber of
 
discrlBinont functions that con be calculated is the nueber of
 
groups Binus or is equal to the nueber of predictor variables^
 
ehlchever is less. R discrlBinont function represents a
 
dieenslon on ehich the groups ore expected to differ eith the
 
first function being the one that BaxlBolly separates the groups.
 
The second best function is the one that separates the groups
 
using InforBotion not accounted for in the first function, and so
 
on. This process continues until the total possible nueber of
 
diBensions or functions is Investigated «hlch Is, as noted above,
 
1 less than the nueber of groups or the huBber of variables. In
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soae coses too fltocijons ooy odequoteiy describe four groups, but 
in other instonces, 0 third dliension Roy odd ■eoningfuI 
inforiotion. 
The Sifff/sf/iPff/fffeAffffe for the S&c/a/ Sc/enees*s 
(SPSS) subprogron DiSCBiniHftHT (Klecko,1975) provides too 
aeosures for assessing ohether or not odditionoi functions odd 
inforaotion about the separation betseen groups. The first 
aeasure Is the function's eigenvalue ehlch is coaputed in the 
process of deriving the dlscriainont function, ond is a aeasure 
of the relative iaportance of that function. The total variance 
in the predictor variables is equal to the sua of the 
eigenvalues, therefore, the relot)ve iaportance of a porticular 
discriainant function can be aeasured by expressing its 
eigenvalue as a percentage of the total sua of the eigenvalues. 
Hence, any additional discriainant functions con be rejected ehen 
this aeasure of relative iaportance is sealI and, therefore. 
Judged to be theoretically uniaportont or statistically 
nonsignificant. 
The second aeasure for assessing the iaportance of a 
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particuleir discriiinant function is a Uilks' ioBbdo test. The
 
test Is conputed as each function is derived; and assesses the
 
statistical significance of discrininating infornation not
 
accounted for by the earlier functions. Uilks' lanbda is
 
inversley reloted to the dlscriainating power in the voriables
 
which have not yet been rewoved by the discriwinant function.
 
Larger lanbda values signify less inforBaiion reBaining. Lanbda
 
can be transforaed to a chl square statistic to test for the
 
significance of the discriBinoting power reaaining in the
 
variables. Uith sone coeputer prograas; the researcher can set
 
criteria in advance of the analysis. Typical criteria Include
 
setting a specified nuaber of discriainant functions to be
 
generated; setting the ainiaua proportion of variance accounted
 
for by the functionfs); or setting the Boxiaua acceptable
 
significance level, ftdditionai discriainant functions aust aeet
 
these criteria; thuS; preventing aeaningless additional functions
 
froB being coaputed.
 
After finding the appropriate nuaber of discrlalnont functions
 
it Bust be deterained whether or not the set of discrlBinant
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 functions significantly distinguish anong the groups, in other
 
eords, based upon the discrieinoting uariables, do two dietinct
 
groups actually exist? It is possible that two or nore groups
 
differ in naie/ but vhen a set of particular behavior potterns
 
(predictor Mariables) are studied, the groups nay in fact be
 
sieilar. The variables chosen to discrininate beteeen the groups
 
■ay or nay not actualty Reasure differences betveen the groups. 
In order to ansver this question the total variance in the set of 
predictors is partitioned into too sourcesr q) the variance 
attributable to the differences betoeen groups, and b) the 
variance attributable to test score differences oithin the 
groups, or error, fl UiIks' laibdo statistJc is conputed by 
dividing the absolute values of the variance attributable to 
error by the absolute value of the sur of the variance 
attributable to error plus the variance attributable to the 
effect. 
Because a table of UIIks' Ioebda values is not coononly found 
In statistic texts, Tabachnick and FidelI (1983) offer on F 
opproxiRation (ohich eill not be described here) that has been 
derived to closely fit laRbdo. The /'opproxiRation can be 
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 calculated instead of Ullks' ianbda, and is reported In the SPSS
 
output. The UiIks' Iaebda (or /*approxination) tests the
 
probability that the obserued differences betoeen the groups
 
occurred by chance, thus testing the validity of the groupings.
 
Classificotion of Coses. The second najor use of OFfl is
 
classification. After conpieting the analysis using subjects
 
that are knonn to belong to different groups, DFR con be used to
 
classify subjects ohose group offiilotion is unknonn using the
 
sane variables. For exanpie, data fron knonn republicans and
 
denocrats can be collected concerning their opinions on certain
 
issues. These issues serve as the predictor variables. Using
 
the original analysis, a classification equation Is developed in
 
order to classify people oho are not registered voters as either
 
repubIleans or denocrats based upon their opinions (scores) on
 
the sane issues. Each case has a classification score for each
 
group and is assigned to the group for nhich it has the highest
 
classification score. The unstandardized equation for the jth
 
group Is as follons:
 
■ <7) . ­
" ®jo * 11^1 * * • ♦ "jk \ 
ohere^ is the classifcation score for group/, is the
 
 constantji the scores ore r«« scores on eoch of predictor
 
oariabies, and the i?j's ore the classification coefficients
 
associated eith each predictor variable CTabachnIck &
 
Fideiij,1983). ftgainj a classification score is derived for each
 
case for each group and the case is classified into the group for
 
ehich it has the largest score. In the exoeple above lith teo
 
groupsji republicans and desocratSj each case eouId have teo
 
classification scores based upon its scores on the predictor
 
variobles. Uhen the group sizes are expected to be equal, the
 
largest classification score is siepiy used to classify, but in
 
the event of unequal group sizes an adjustnent for group size in
 
the clossification equation is necessary (see Tabachnick li
 
FidelI, p. 308, 1983).
 
The classification equation can also be used as a eeans to
 
test the classlficotion procedure. By using the equation to
 
ciossify a sanpIe of subjects knoun to belong to the groups in
 
the onoiysis, but those scores have not yet been used to
 
calculate the equation, the researcher can assess the odequacy of
 
classification by deternlning the percentage of "knotn" cases
 
correctly classified, fl bias touid result if the subjects that
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»ere iised to cdicuiate the classification equation vere also used
 
to test it (norrisonv 1969). This direct neasure of predictive
 
accuracy Bust be assessed against the proportion of cases that
 
ecuid be expected to be correctiycigssified by chance aione.
 
Uith tec groups 	it is expected that 50X of the cases ecuId be
 
correctly classified by randoB assignBent. The tau statistic
 
produces a standardized Beasure of iBprovoBent regardless of the
 
nuBber of groups. It can be expressed as:
 
(8): ,
 
'o - '-taU.® . — ' ■	 ' ■ '■ 
J 
!E
 
vhere V is the nuBber of groups, /7^ Is the nuBber of cases
 
correctly classified across alI groups, /rj is the probability of
 
being classified into a group by chance or 1 divided by the
 
nuBber of groups, /7j is the nueber of cases actually belonging to
 
the ith group, and Is the total nuBber of subjects actually
 
classified. The BoxiBUB value for tau is 1 ehich Beans there are
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no errors In prediction. B toy » .8S leons thot classIficeition
 
based upon the predictor uarlobles eade 881 feeer errors than
 
souId be expected by chance (Klecko, 1980).
 
DIscrlainant Function flnolysls Techniques. There ore three
 
basic types of DFB ehfch are ondiogous to the three types of
 
suItIpIe regressIon analyses. The dIscussIon presented oboue
 
concerning standard, hierarchical and stepsIse regression can
 
also be applied to direct/ hierarchical, and SiepeIse OFB,
 
respectively, in direct dIserinInont onalysis the dlscrinlnont
 
functions are solved concurrently based upon ail of the predictor
 
variables regardless of the nagnitude of any of the variable's
 
contribution to prediction, in other eords, all of the variables
 
ore used to forn the equation and 1 ike standard nultIpie
 
regression the variables enter the equation slnuitaneously.
 
The second type of OFB Is terned hierarchical. Contributions
 
of predictor variables are evaluated as they enter the equation
 
In stages or steps based upon an order that is predeternlned by
 
the researcher. The variables can be evaluated as to vhether or
 
not the one entered at each step Itproves classification of cases
 
to groups. Bgain, as In hierorchlcal regression, the researcher,
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based upon theory or previously collected results, deternlnes the
 
order of entry of the variables and the results are evaluated in
 
stages. The researcher has a choice onong several nethods to
 
direct the stepping progression [see ICIecko (1975) and Tabachnick
 
& Fidel I (1983)]. These different nethods nake the groups
 
noxinally different based upon different statistical criteria.
 
The researcher chooses the appropriate criteria depending upon
 
the goals of the analysis.
 
Stepeise DFR is used when the researcher has no a priori logic
 
for deteroining the order of entry of the variables, but should
 
be interpreted vith the guidance of preplanned hypotheses. The
 
first variable selected is the one that results in the greatest
 
differentiation beteeen the groups. Next, each of the renoining
 
variables is evaluated along with the first variable and the one
 
adding the aosi to statistical discrlnination is added to the
 
function. This process is continued untiI the statistical
 
criterion chosen by the researcher indicates that the renaining
 
variables no longer contribute significantly to the
 
discrlnination betoeen groups or all of the predictor variables
 
have entered the function. Rs in stepnise regression, order of
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variables con be influenced by trivial eanple differences that dc
 
not reflect differences in the populotion (Huberty, 1984);
 
hoveverj as in stepvise HRfli a cross validation study using an
 
additional satpie froe the original population enhonces the
 
interpretation of the results. Both stepwise and hierorchical
 
discrininant analyses alloe the researcher to evaluate the
 
predictive poeer gained ehen a variable is added to o set of
 
predictor variables. This is a valuoble tool In the case ehere
 
scores on sons variables are easy to obtain; ehereas, scores on
 
the reeaining variables are harder or sore costiy to obtain.
 
Hencsj, using either stepvise or hierarchical DFfl the researcher
 
can evaluate ehether or not the added classification poeer Is
 
eorth the cost of obtaining the additional dota.
 
Exoeoles of the Use of Discrieinant Function flnalysis
 
Rgaioj these exaaples explain how OFR is used and are weant to
 
be illustrative rather than exhaustive. Heyck and klecka (1973),
 
using archival dataiswpIeyed DFfl to classify uncertoin liberal
 
aeabers of parliaaent (HP's) as either radical or non-radical.
 
The predictor variables used to nake the classification were
 
patterns of parlioaehtary votes in Lote-UletorIan Britain.
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Stepvise discrininont function onaiysts oas enployed in order to
 
■oxinize the distance beteeen the too groups eithout using oil of 
the avoitabie variables but only the aost inportant predictors. 
Eleven of 17 potential predictors (votes) eere selected by the 
initial analysis as being best able to discrininate betoeen 
radicals and non^radlcats based upon the nagnitude of the 
discrlBinant coefficients. These It variables eere then used to 
caiculate the discrieinant score on the singie discrieinant 
function. The nean discriBjnant score (group centroid) for the 
rodicois eas -2.099 and the group centreid for the non-radical 
position eos -0.282. The /'test approxination of UiIks' idnbda 
eos equal to 25.91, /r< .01. in other eords, it eos found that 
the voting patterns of the radicals and non-radicais successfully 
discriBinated the groups. 
Rn exanpie of the use of discrlBinant function analysis fron 
the psychology literature is a discrlnination nade between 
notched groups of schizophrenics and nornais. Harper (1950) 
analyzed differences in scores on the Uechsler-Bei ievue Rduit 
IntelIigence Scale (ilflIS) fron subjects diagnosed as either 
schizophrenic or nprnal. The subjects were aqtched on iQ and 
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agcj and »ere considered nornal If they hod neuer been adnitted
 
to a Rental Institution. The goal of this research was to
 
develop a tool that could be used to classify individuals as
 
either schizophrenic or norial based upon how siRllar their
 
scores were to the original soRple known to belong to the two
 
groups. Although It was not reported whether dlrect^
 
hierarchical or stepwlse dlscriRlnant function analysis was used^
 
It appears as though a stepwlse procedure was eRployed. Of 19
 
original variables, scores on 10 of the subtests of the UAIS were
 
used. The full set of variables contributed only 3X wore to
 
prediction than the 10 subtests, therefore, use of the rewalnlng
 
predictors was deewed unnecessary.
 
The researcher reports a successful differentiation between
 
the groups based upon the 10 raw subtest scores. However,
 
neither ill Iks' lanbda nor the /"approxInotIon to HIIks' loRbdo
 
was reported. The Digit Synbol subtest was associated with the
 
largest standardized dlscriRlnant coefficient, with InforRation
 
and Block Design being close behind. ArlthRetIc, Object
 
AsseRbly, and Picture Arrangewent were associated with the
 
SRallest dlscrlwlnant coefficients. The Redn#score or group
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centroid for the sierioie ees .4029 and .5939 for the
 
schlzophrenloe. OlaselfloatIon equations eere not used. Instead
 
this researoher diuided the groups by deteralning a out off point
 
@Ideny betveen the group oentroids. In other eorde^ the subjeots
 
ehoee #scores fell oboue .1984 sere otossified as sohlzophrenio
 
and those subjects ehose #scores eere less than .4984 sere
 
classified as norsal. The use of this absolute distance along
 
the continuuB Is unsatisfactory because the knosn groups lay haue
 
been of a different size and cohesloenessj and consequently the
 
results lay be distorted in fauor of the larger group.
 
Harper (1950) reported that 33 of every 100 schizophrenics
 
eould be ilscfassifted using the dlscrlilnant coefficients
 
developed in this study.
 
Harper (1950) otso conducted a vaildatlon study using 58
 
additional previously diagnosed schizophrenics by applying the
 
weighting coefficients obtained froi the original analysis. The
 
conputed #scores for this new saiple ranged fro» .1306 to
 
1.1555. Thirty eight of the #scores were above the cutoff
 
(.4984) Indicating that they were classified as schizophrenics
 
and 18 of the scores fell beiow the cutoff indicating that they
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 sere oiaeelfled as norsals. Therefore/ as predieted^ 68S of the
 
schizophrenics «ere correctly classified and 321 were not. Since
 
there are too groups It Is expected that SOIof the subjects eould
 
be correctly classified by randoe assignaent.
 
Stotesent of the Problee
 
Each spring Billions of fans eagerly took foroard to eatchlng
 
the national pasttinej baseball. Bnd, as elth Bost professional
 
sportSj Bojor league baseball Is subjected to eldespread
 
speculation. Several national spPrt nagozlnes devote entire
 
Issues to rating the teoBS and picking the eventual division
 
winners.
 
Few sports coBplle as Bang detailed statistICS; yet until
 
recently, these copious BeasureBents sere prlBorly used to settle
 
drguBents about Individual players rather than os a data base for
 
deterBlnIng the relative iBportance of specific variables, and
 
Baking prediction about overall teaB perforBonce. In fact,
 
baseball results have led to the developeent of exotic suBBory
 
data and subjective judgeents using descriptive statistics rather
 
than the systeBatlc use of correlational aethods (Jaaes, 1984).
 
Hence, the lost poeerful prediction strategies are not widely
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used in the statistIcai analysis of teun performance.
 
The purpose of the stotistiCoi research reported here was to
 
use 0 Buitiple regression analysis as a tool to predict nojor
 
ieogue boseboiI teaw w inning percentage. Specificai i y, the
 
research invoiced developing an equation for predicting team
 
winning percentage using several widely reported offensive/
 
defensive, arid pltchirig teaw statistics. In addition, a
 
discrininant function onqiysis Was used to predict the teaws*
 
final standings. Tradittonally, a first divisibri (i.e.,
 
finishing in the top half of the final standings) firilsh
 
signifies a "successful cawpaign," whereas a second division
 
(i.e., finishing in the bottow half of the final standings)
 
finish signifies the need for substantial iwprovewents in both
 
personnel and strategy. The use of discrininant analysis wiil
 
allow group nenbership (first or second division) to be predicted
 
based upon knowledge about specified predictor variables.
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nETHOD
 
Teqas
 
The archival data used in this research were individual teas
 
statistics. Statistics froe all najor league teans covering a 12
 
year period froe 1968 to 1980 eere collooted free the Sporting
 
OfffCfai Basebaii Be/Be. Sonple 1 included all of the
 
teais participating in the 1968, 1972, and 1977 seasons (H = 70).
 
Saapie 2 included teois playing during the 1970, 1972, and 1977
 
seaons (H » 71), Saapie 3 included teans playing during the 1972,
 
1975, and 1980 seasons (H » 71), and finally, saapie 1 included
 
teaas playing during the 1971, 1976, and 1979 seasons (H « 71).
 
Procedure
 
Three seasons were coabined to aake up a saapie in order to
 
aaxiaize the cose to variable ratio, it aos recognized that by
 
coabining seasons it aos possible that the cases vould not be
 
independent of one another. Therefore, a soapling procedure was
 
devised whereby four soaples, each inciuding three seasons, were
 
selected froa the pool of 12 seasons, with the restriction that
 
none of the pairs of years in each saapie be correlated on the
 
criterion variable, winning percentage. The seasops were
 
setected with replaceweotj therefoPSj one season say appear in
 
sore than one saspie.^
 
Offensive Teaw Stotistics. The offensloe ten« ataiisiica
 
included teas batting averageI slugging percentagej, run-to-hlt
 
ratiOj nueber of doubles, nunber of hoseruns, and nusber of
 
stolen bases. Several of these variables require sose
 
expIanotion and elaboration. Teas batting averages are
 
detersined by taking a teas's total nunber of base hits and
 
dividing that nunber by the teas's nunber of official tines at
 
bat, thus representing fhe neon batting average of all official
 
roster players. Slugging percentage represents an estinote of a
 
toon's total hitting poner. That is, the toon's nunber of iota!
 
bases (single =1; double » 2j triple » 3| and honerun ® 4)
 
occunutoted divided by the teons' nunber of official tines at bat
 
define slugging percentage. The third teon statistic used eas
 
the toons' run-to-hlt ratio. The run-to-hit ratio is not reported
 
in nojor league bosebolI's official records but has been designed
 
for the present research as a neasure of the teoes' run scoring
 
efficiency. It is deternined by taking the teans' total runs
 
scored and dividing that nunber by the teons' total nunber of
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hits. Ths rotlo has os aa upper* iiiit a uatue af fouri four r*uii3
 
being scored on a single hit - a grand sias hoeerun. The tea®
 
having the highest ratio is assuned to be the eost efficient In
 
terns of scoring runs (i.e.^ needing fewer hits to score a run).
 
The last three offensive statistics used in the anolysis were the
 
total nunber of doubles, honeruns, and stolen bases each tean
 
accunuIated during the season.
 
Defensive Tean Stotisties. The defensive statistics included
 
the nunber of double plays a tean conpleted during the season and
 
tean fielding percentage. Fielding percentage is deternined by
 
toking the total nunber of chances to put the opponent out ninus
 
the total nunber of errors and dividing this value by the total
 
nunber of chances. The higher the percentage the better a tean's
 
overall fielding ski11.
 
Teas Pitching Statistics. The oltching statistic8 Included
 
tean earned run average (ERR), the total nunber of base-on-batls
 
given up, and the nunber of strikeouts. Tean ERR represents the
 
average nunber of earned runs a teans' pitching staff Is expected
 
to yield per nine Innings of piay. Rn earned run is a score that
 
does not result fron any nlstakes In play made by the defensive
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teofi. The teai's ERB is calculated by luitiplying the nueber of
 
earned runs alloved by nine (innings) and dividing that nunber by
 
the total nuvber of innings pitched. Hence, a teon that has
 
ailoved 505 earned runs in H64 innings vould have a teav ERA =
 
3.10.
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 RESULTS
 
The correlation and regression analyses yielded results that
 
were very consistent across the four samples. For the sake of
 
brevityi only the results of Sample 1 are presented in detail.
 
The relevant data for the three additional samples are included
 
in the Rppendix.
 
Descriot ive Statist ics
 
The mean; medianj mode^ standard deviation, and skewness of
 
the dependent variable and 10 of the original independent
 
variables are included in Table I. One variable, stolen bases,
 
mas found to be positively skemed, skemness » t.194. fl square
 
root transformation mas used to reduce this skemness (Kirk,1982).
 
The transformed variable (square root of stolen bases) is
 
incIuded in TabIe 1> and the resuIts indicate that the skemness
 
mas reduced. Rn examination of the plots of residuals shomed no
 
violations of the assumptions regarding normality, linearity, and
 
homoscedastIcity of the residuals.
 
Several interesting trends can be culled from the results
 
depicted in Table i. The "average" team allomed 3.45 earned runs
 
per nine innings played, gets one hit in every four times at bat,
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 Table 1. DescrlptlMe statistics for the dependent and
 
independent variables in Sanple t.
 
Standard
 
Mean liedion node Deviation Skeeness
 
Uinning Pet. •500 500 .500 .075 -.082
 
Slugging Pet. .366 .361 .316 .010 .026
 
Fielding Pet. ^978 .978 .978 .003 -.353
 
Double Ploys 115.429 111.167 136.000 11.868 .728
 
Batting Rvel .219 .219 .231 'r\,;;:^^oi7:'-^;:: .169
 
Hoieruns 116.757 110.500 100.000 31.229 .726
 
Doubles 213,713 ^10.500 178.000 37.112 .391
 
R/H Ratio .161 .159 .180 .017
 .011
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Base on Ba11s 139.151 112.000 373.000 71.123 
-.018
 
Strikeouts 877.671 868.000 771.000 99.332 .309
 
ERR 3.152 3,155 2.660 .585 .337
 
Sqrt of
 
Stolen Bases 9.260 9.132 9.187 2.207 .117
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takes 2.17 hits to score a run/ and successfully conpletes 97.8IE
 
of its defensiye plays.
 
Correlation flnolysis
 
The intercorrelotions anong the criterion uariable and the 11
 
predictors are included in Table 2. Several significant
 
relationships eere found and are sorth noting. Tean vinning
 
percentage is positively related to slugging percentage, fielding
 
percentage, tean batting average, nunber of honeruns, nunber of
 
doubles, and the run-to-hit ratio. Furthernore, winning
 
percentage is negatively related to base on bails and teas ERA.
 
interestingly, winning percentage is not significantly related to
 
a tean's nunber of double plays, nunber of strikeouts, or the
 
transforned variabIe, square root of the stoIen bases. This
 
pattern of results was also found in the three other sanples.
 
fls one night expect, the five hitting variables were highly
 
intercorrelated. The better fielding teans also yielded the
 
fewest earned runs, and interestingly, the leans yielding the
 
highest nunber of base on balls gave up the nost earned runs.
 
Rnd finally, the teans giving up the nost earned runs tended to
 
hove the highest batting averages.
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Table 2. Correlation natrix for Saeple 1°*
 
Ulnning Slugging Fielding Double Batting
 
Pet. Pet. Pet. Plays Rue,
 
Slugging Pet. .51552
 
Fielding Pet. .50539 .14892
 
Double Plays .18497 .24706 .35907
 
Batting Rue. .42054 .84389 .07318 .36549
 
Honeruns .47159 .82356 .16598 .10777 .55703
 
Doubles .34783 .77826 .11002 ,22362 .81974
 
m Ratio .54241 .79613 .11211 mm ,57773
 
Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases .11712 .27527 -^.12412 ,10438 .33282
 
Base on BalIs 
-.41804 15090 -.25539 -,06667 .13430
 
Strikeouts .15838 -.25642 .13000 -.50310 -.36022
 
ERR 
-.39274 .46163 -.32017 .12046 .48243
 
°df = 68. Critical Dalues (one-tailed); p ^ .05/.211j p = .01,
 
.295j p - .005, .325.
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(Table 2. continued)
 
R/H Sqrt of Dose on Strike
 
Honerune Doubles Ratio Stolen Bases Balls outs
 
Doubles .4B594
 
R/H Ratio .83141 .57451
 
Sqrt of
 
Stolen
 
Bases .07027 .41004 .29183
 
Base on
 
Balls .13566 .24296 .13356 .21876
 
Strike
 
outs -.20900 -.17616 -.20984 -.42929 -.04734
 
ERR .40451 .46203 .38709 .17021 .65881 -.42928
 
"df = 68. Critical Uoiues (one-tailed): ^= .OS, .211| p- .01,
 
.295; .005, .325
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Hultiple Regreasion Bnol^sis
 
StePBise Reqpesaion. The initial regression procedure used to
 
analyze Sanpie i vas stepeise. Table 3 includes the step^ the
 
Mdriable, the the s/* the /"score assessing the
 
significance of each variable's unique contribution to
 
prediction, and the /"score assessing the overall equation. The
 
results depicted in Table 3 indicate that the first voriable to
 
enter the equation eas the teae run-to-hit ratio. This variable
 
alone accounted for 29X of the variance in wiffming percentage.
 
Earned run average entered the equation second accounting for an
 
2"

additional 42.7X of the einning percentage variance. The sr* ^ 's
 
associated with run-to-hit ratio, ERR, batting averogei fielding
 
percentage, and strikeouts are significantly different fron zero.
 
Taken together the 10 of the original variables account for 90X
 
of the winning percentage variance. The results of alI four
 
stepwise analyses were sinilar with one notable exception,
 
interestingly. In one other sonple slugging percentage entered
 
the equation in one of the last steps of the procedure as it did
 
in Sanple 1. However, in the renaining two soupIes, slugging
 
percentage entered the equation on the first step accounting for
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Tabie 3. Stepvise regression of teas boseboii slot1stios on
 
sinning percentage for Sanpie I.
 
^a
Step Oariable R
 
1 R/H Ratio .54241 .29421 178.09^ 28.34641*'
 
2 ERR .84941 .42728 258.64^ 86.78397*'
 
3 Batting flue. .93020 .14379 87.04^ 141.29880*'
 
4 Fielding Pet. .94103 .02026 12.26^ 125.71321*'
 
5 Strikeouts .9460? .00951 5.76^ 109.15911*'
 
6 Honeruns .94868 .00494 2.99 94.48787*'
 
7 Sqrt of
 
Stolen Bases .94922 .00103 .62 80.63010^
 
8 Double Plays .94960 .00071 .43 69.96854*'
 
9 Doubles .94986 .00048 .29 61.50524*'
 
10 Base on Balls .95001 .00030 .18 54.61921*'
 
®The /"score ossessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent oariable sere calculated using RodeI II error tere.
 
^The /"score ossesing the ouerali equation at eoch step.
 
V< .025
 
.001
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 321 of the einnlfig pepcentoge vorlooce In both sosples Ceee
 
Appendix).
 
Hiefonchicoj Regresston. Teo hierorohiool anoigeee ®ere
 
conducted to explore the unSque oontributIon of eeiected
 
Moriables to winning uorlonce. In the first onoIgele, the set of
 
hitting variables entered the equation first, ehereos In the
 
second analysis ERA entered first. Because of the high
 
Intercorrelatlons onong the five hlttIpg voi^lab^l^ they were
 
considered as a set, with the set forced to enter the equation
 
first. The variables within the set and the reealning
 
Independent variables entered the equation In a stepwise fashion.
 
Table f includes the steps, the variable, the /?, the the f
 
score assessing the unique effect of each independent variable,
 
and the /'score assessing the significance of the overall
 
equation. As the results In Table 4 Indicate, the set of hitting
 
variables accounts for 32.51 of the winning percentage variance,
 
/|jjj.(5,59) « 5.69,^ < .001 (see Equation 5), Consistent with
 
the results of the stepwise analysis presented above, the
 
run-to-hIt ratio was the first variable to enter the equotion
 
accounting for approxlwately 29X of the winning percentage
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Table 4. Hierarchical regression of teaa baseball statistics on
 
linning percentage for Saiple 1. The set of hitting variables
 
entered the equation first eith ERB entering second.
 
/-a >b
Step Uariable sr^
 
1 R/H Ratio .54241 .29421 177.16^ 28.3464^
 
2 Slugging Pet. .55977 .01913 11.52^ 15.2870^
 
3 Doubles .56293 .00355 2.13 10.2055®
 
4 Batting Rve. .56788 .00560 3.37 7.7350*^
 
5 Hoaeruns .57027 .00271 1.63 6.1687®
 
6 ERR .93565 .55023 331.34^ 73.7941^
 
7 Fielding Pet. .94379 .01530 9.21® 72.2068^
 
8 Strikeouts .94919 .01022 6.15^ 69.3596^
 
9 Double Plays .90147 .00052 .313 60.9953^
 
10 Base on Balls .94975 .00055 .331 54.3142^
 
^The/"scores assessing the un1que cbntributIon of each
 
Independent variable lere calculated using flodei 11 error tera.
 
'^The /"scores assessing the overall equation at each step.
 
V < .05
 
^p< .0!
 
.005
 
.001
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variance. Uith the effects of the hitting variables held
 
constantj ERR contributes an additionai 55X of the sinning
 
percentage variance accounted for. The reBainIng variables
 
contribute an additional 2.65X to an understanding of vinning
 
percentage variance.
 
R second hierarchical regression analysis eas eapIoyed to
 
deteraine if the addition of the set of hitting variables
 
iBproved prediction of sinning beyond that afforded by knosledge
 
of ERR alone. The analysis involved entering ERR into the
 
equation first, the set of hitting variables second, foilosed by
 
the resoining variables. The variables sithin the set and the
 
reBaining variables entered the equation in a stepsise fashion.
 
Table 5 includes the steps, the variable, the the sr the f
 
score assessing the unique effect of each independent variable,
 
and the /"score assessing the significance of the overall
 
equation. Earned run average occounted for I6X of the variance
 
in sinning percentage alone, sith the coefficient /Psignificantly
 
different froB zero on the first step. The first hitting
 
variable to enter the equation sas slugging percentage accounting
 
for an additional 61.71 of the variance in sinning percentage, in
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Table 5. Hterarchlcai regression af teas basebali statistios on
 
sinning percentage for SaspIe I. Teas EBfl entered the equation
 
first followed by the set of hitting oariabies.
 
Step Marlable sr ^  /fe
 
1 EBft .39274 .15425 98.25® !2.40157®
 
2 Slugging Pet. .87824 .61706 390.79® 112.98556®
 
3 m Ratio .91156 .05964 37.77® 108.13709®
 
4 Batting Rue. .93264 .03887 24.62® 108.57235®
 
5 Hoaeruns .93553 ,00541 3.42 89.78261®
 
6 Doubles ,93565 .0002! 73.79408®
 
7 Fielding Pet. .94379 .0!530 9.89^ 72.20676®
 
8 Strikeouts ,94919 .01022 6.47® 69.35957®
 
9 Sqrt of
 
Stolen Bases .94955 .00068 .43 61.11020®
 
to Double Plays .94985 .00057 .36 54,43218®
 
t! Base on Balls .95001 .00030 .19 48.81248®
 
®The /"scores assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent variabie »ere calculated using Kodei if error tern.
 
'^The /scores assessing the ouerail equation at each step.
 
V< ^.05
 
x .005
 
®p< Ml
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 addition. It was found that the set of hitting voriobies
 
contributed significantly to prediction of the dependent variable
 
over and above the predictibi I Ity afforded by EBfi alone,
 
/i„j.(5,58) = 67.228, /»< .001.
 
Stondard Hultiole Regression, fi standard HRfi eos eiployed in
 
order to obtain the appropriate i^eelghts to develop the
 
prediction nodel (Tabachnick §> FidelI, 1980). R reduced set of
 
variables were used based upon the results of the stepsise and
 
hierarchical analyses. The high degree of Intercorrelatlons
 
aiong the set of hitting variables eade it difficult to attribute
 
the effect on the dependent voriable to a particulor independent
 
variable. Therefore, all five hitting variables sere Included in
 
the standard analysis. The reduced set of variables included
 
slugging percentage, doubles, run-to-hit ratio, hoeeruns, batting
 
average, ERR, fielding percentage, ond strikeouts. The analysis
 
yielded on = .90 and a standard error (SE) = .0235, although
 
the i^ielghts for three of the variables, strikeouts, doubles,
 
and honeruns sere equal to zero. The renaining variables slth
 
statistically significant non zero i^ielghts produced the
 
following equation for predicting teas sinning percentage C^);
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 /= -3.S76 + (-.002);t^ + (3.488)^ +
 
(-.097)^ +(.755)^ + (2.277)j»5
 
Khere .r^ = slugging percentage,^^2 = fielding percentage j^3 »
 
ERA, - run-to-hit ratlo, and ^ - batting auerage.
 
Ualidation SanDle. Teaa statistics (H = 26) for the 1983
 
season (the last year for ohich data are available) oere
 
pultipMed by the regression coefficients and sunBed In order to
 
deteraine predicted oinning percentage for^ are
 
depicted, along oith the pbserved oinhing percentdges,^^^ in Table
 
6. The analysis indicated that the standard error equals .1576.
 
The observed Oinnihg percentages are positively related to the
 
predicted oinning percentogei H24) = .8954, /i< .01. lihen the
 
teOBs oere ranked using their predicted ond observed oinning
 
percentages, the SpearBan's rank order coefficient is
 
significantly different froB zero, #(24) = 3.561,^< .01.
 
Discribinant Funct ion flnaIqsis
 
fl direct DFA oas eBployed using the inforBation obtained in
 
the regression analysis to select the best predictors. The
 
Table 6. Eadh tean's observed and predicted einning percentages
 
for the 1983 season* Teaes eith sane naees in both leagues are
 
designated as HailonaI League (HI) or Bnericah League (flL).
 
srcentage Hinn tnq Percentoqe
 
leoB Obserued Predicted Teoa
 Observed Predicted
 
Chicago OL 
.611 .506 St. Louis .488 .417 
Baltinore .605 .510 San Fransisco .488 .412 
Detroit .568 .487 Kansas City .488 .375 
Nee Vork RL .562 .584 Boston .481 .393 
Los Rngeles .562 .272 Texas .475 .448 
Philadelphia .556 .279 Cincinatti .457 .192 
Toronto .549 .465 Oakland .457 .368 
Rtlanta .543 .472 Chicago HL .438 .235 
ni1eaukee 
.53? .460 Cleveland .432 .381 
Houston .525 .245 California .432 .379 
Pittsburgh .519 .266 Hinnesota .432 .349 
Hontreal .506 He« Vork HL .420 .169 
San Diego .500 .232 Seattle .370 .309 
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 independent variabies' celiectlve and Indlyiduoi contrlbutlene to
 
prediction had been analyzed extenslveiy with regression
 
anaiysesj, thereforej the goal of the DFB eas classification. The
 
variables included eere slugging percentage^ run-to-hIt ratioi
 
doubles^ batting average, hoaeruns, ERfl, fieiding^ and
 
strikeouts, fls suggested by kIecka (!9?5}| a zone of aabiguity
 
oas defined around the aedian sinning percentage. Thus, the
 
teaas eith a ainning percentage falling aithin that zone aere
 
declared aarginal and oaitted froa the analysis. R UiIks' laabda
 
= .332 indicated that, based upon the eight variables noted
 
above, a function aas identified that discriainates betaeen teaas
 
that alll ultiaateiy finish in the first division versus the
 
second division of the final standings, /C8|57) » 14.340, < .001.
 
Classification of Cases. The analysis produced tao
 
classification equations, one for each group. Based upon these
 
equations 90.911 of the teaas In Saaple I aere correctly
 
classified. Because this percentage is biased (norrison, 1969),
 
a saaple of teaas not included in the origlngai analysis aas
 
classified.
 
UaiIdatIon Saaoie. The five variables used to develop the
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regr»esslcn ©qiiotlan Cl.©.# slugging pct.^ run-to-hlt ratio,
 
batting au@., EBU, flsldirig pet.) eere used to ofossify the teois
 
ploying In the 1983 seoson (H ^  26) Into the first division or
 
seeond dlulslon of the finol standings. Eight teois eere
 
eorreotly clossified Into the first division ehile four second
 
division teans oere incorrectly classified into dfulslon 1. Hine
 
teois eere correctly classified Into the second dtofsion ehlie
 
floe first division teoas sere elsclassifled Into the second
 
diulslon. in suiiory, approximately 651 Ct? out of 26) of the
 
teams sere correctly classified. Classification based upon the
 
flue predictor oarfables improued upon random asslgniBent to
 
groups by 661, tou .66.
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DISCUSSIOH
 
The discussion »i i i be organized around three central points:
 
a) a synopsis and interpretation of the no]or findings, b) a
 
discussion of statisticai issues reiated to the present research
 
and, c) a discussion of issues regarding statistical techniques
 
and sport.
 
Correlation. Regression, and Piscrieinant Results
 
The resuits of the correlationdi onaiysis Indicated that
 
oinning percentage is significantiy related to a tean's overall
 
hitting abiiity. In all four sanples the hitting variables »ere
 
consistentiy highly correlated sith winning percentage. To
 
basebali affeciendos this is not surprising although hitting at
 
the najor league level is considered one of the nost difficult
 
skills to perfect, it is widely recognized that a tean's
 
offensive capacity oust be constantly refined and it is not
 
uncownon for a wojor league baseball teaw to hold an extended
 
batting practice on each day of the season.
 
Hot only were the several hitting variables related to winning
 
percentage, but they also evidenced strong inter-'relationships.
 
Teaws with high batting overages, for exawple, tend to hove high
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 slugging percentages, flnd, as one might expect, teams mith the
 
ability to hit for extra bases, tend to score runs more
 
efficiently.
 
ft team's pitching promess has historicoIly been considered one
 
of the most important contributors to minning basebalI. For
 
example, prior to the 1984 season Joe Torre, the manager of the
 
fit Ionto Braves, claimed that basebal I mas 90IS pitching. Rnd, it
 
is common to find that pitching staffs are often mode up of some
 
of the highest paid ployers In the game. Tmo of the three
 
pitching variables mere significantly related to minning. Both
 
ERR and base on bails mere negatively related to minning. These
 
reiationships ore not unexpected. Homever, the failure to find a
 
significant relationship betmeen a team's total strikeouts and
 
minnning is surprising given the fact that "strikeout" pitchers
 
ore frequently ranked among the highest paid players in baseball.
 
From a management perspective it may be miser to invest in
 
pitchers that allom the femest earned runs and give up the femest
 
moiks rather then pitchers mho simply hove high strikeout totals.
 
The correlational results further indicated that the several
 
hitting variables mere positively related to team ERR. This
 
suggests that the better hitting tesis alee tend te glue up the
 
fiost earned runs. This particular pattern of results, together
 
elth the finding that the hitting variables were unrelated to
 
fielding percentage, suggest that general nanagers of eajor
 
league basebaIi teats choose to develop teats that can hit even
 
at the expense of giving up tore earned runs to their opponents.
 
If so, then the results provide support for the tideIy held
 
proposition thot If a piager is able to hit, a piece for hit to
 
play till be found.
 
Probably the tost surprising result of the correlational
 
onaiysls tos the failure to find a significant relationship in
 
any of the four satpies betteen finning and a teat's total nutber
 
of double plays. In developing o to]or Ieogue baseba11 teat,
 
probably one of the tost Itportont goals Is to establish a sound
 
second boseton - shortstop cotbinotion. It has traditionally
 
been thought that if these too players excel I at their respective
 
positions a teot con quickly reduce their opponent's scoring
 
opportunities by achieving teo outs after only a single sting of
 
the bat. Hi i three Retbers of the fabled double play coRblnatIon
 
of Joe Tinker, Johnny Evers^ and Frank Chance ore in the Baseball
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Hail of Fane. To find that their skill In tyrning double ploys
 
nay not have been related to their lean's success Is one of the
 
nost interesting results of this research.
 
The double ploy has frequently been terned the "pitchers
 
friend" and has, therefore/ been thought to be on Inportont
 
deterilnont of a Ion ERB. On this issue the correlational
 
anlaysI3 provides equivocal results. In tno of the sanples
 
double plays nere found to be unrelated to ERR, whereas, in the
 
other tno sanples a significant relationship was discovered.
 
The results of the stepnise analysis Indicated that the first
 
variable to enter the equation was the run-to-hit ratio. The
 
second variable to enter the equation was ERR with batting
 
average, fielding percentage, and strikeouts conplet!ng the first
 
five steps. Rlthough the last two voriables, fielding percentage
 
and strikeouts contributed significantly to prediction, together
 
they accounted for only a 3X Increase In winning percentage
 
variance accounted for^ SiniIar patterns of results were found
 
In the three additional sanples studied with one notable
 
exception. In Sanple 2 and Sanple 4, slugging percentage
 
replaced run-to-hlt ratio as the first variable entering the
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 equotioni and in both cases the neasure of efficiency entered on
 
the third step after ERf) had been accounted for. The run-to-hit
 
ratio increased prediction by approxitateiy 4 - 5X above the 80X
 
contributed by siuggIng percentage and ERR conbined. in ai! four
 
soapies ERR entered the regression equation on the second step.
 
UhiIe recognizing the saspiing probleis inherent in stepeise
 
regression, it is heartening to have such consistent results.
 
Rather then the stepeise procedure generating uninterpretable
 
outcoies, the results suggest that variables reflecting a teoa's
 
hitting prooess and abliity to ainiaize an opponent's earned runs
 
contribute signifleantiy to vinning. Specificaily, the too nost
 
iaportant variables appear to be slugging percentage and the
 
teaa's run-to-hit ratiOi fl teaa's slugging percentagei ahiie
 
strongly influenced by a teaa's general batting skiii, is
 
generally recognized as a useful aeasure of a teaas total hitting
 
poaer. Rdvocates of "poaer* basebai i such as Earl Heaver, the
 
foraer aanager of the Baitlaore Orioies, regard a teaa's skill at
 
hitting for extra base hits as aore iaportant to ainning than
 
siapiy generating a lot of single base hits.
 
The run-to-hit ratio, as expected, is strongly related to
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 slugging percentage. Hence, leans that generally hit for extra
 
bases require fever hits to score a particular nunber of runs.
 
For exanple, it nould normally require three single base hits to
 
score one run. The first player to get a hit mould most likely
 
be moved to third base by the second player's base hit. R third
 
hit vould then score player 1 from third. Of course, this
 
scenario does not include the frequently used strategy of bunting
 
and sacrifice flies, fl team with slugging power, however, con
 
score after only two hits. For example, if player I hits a
 
double, and player 2 also hits a double, player 1 will score as a
 
result of just two hits. Advocates of power baseball believe the
 
team's slugging ability and, therefore, their run scoring
 
efficiency result in sinning. It is common in contemporary
 
baseball for a player's slugging percentage to be used as a
 
determinant of salary rather than the player's batting average.
 
R discussion of these results, however, must be tempered with the
 
knowledge that the hitting variables used in the present study
 
are highly correlated and, therefore, may reflect a team's
 
overall offensive ability rather than particular skills.
 
Of the several pitching variables, ERR is the most important.
 
If! the four sanpies analyzed, ERfi contributes 37 - 491 to the
 
einning uarlance accounted for by the first variable, either
 
slugging percencage or run-to-hit ratio, entering the equation on
 
the first step of the analysis. Earned run average is
 
traditionally used as a neasure of pitching effectiveness,
 
hoeever. It actually represents a tean's overaM abillty to
 
ninislze an opponents eorned run totals. R teae's defensive
 
ski 11 and speed can prevent a lot of hit balIs free becoeing base
 
hits. Hence, such o tean souid, over the course of the season,
 
prevent their opponents fron getting on base as frequently and
 
therefore, reduce the total earned runs given up. Like the
 
hitting variables, ERR actually represents a tean's total skill
 
rather than the skill of an individual. It is not surprising,
 
then, that ERR, like tean hitting, is inportant to einning.
 
Too hierarchical analyses eere used to evaluate the
 
independent contributions of overall tean hitting and ERR to
 
sinning. The hitting variables and ERR conbined account for
 
approxinately 85 - 88S of the winning percentage variance across
 
the four soapIes. In saaple 1, when the set of hitting variables
 
were held constant ERR increnented the percentage of variance
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 accounted for by 551a This result indicates thot Ellfl is an
 
important predictor of winning when the effects of the set of
 
hitting oarlobles ore eliminated. Conversely^ when the set of
 
hitting variables is evalilted with the effects of ERR controlled;
 
prediction Is Incremented approximately 721. Once again a
 
consistent pattern of resuIts was found across a11 sampIes.
 
It seeiS; then; that one cannot put an enphosls solely on
 
either a team's hitting or pitching ski IIs; but must recognize
 
that both skills together piay an important role^ These results
 
lend credlbiiity to the famous adage that baeebali Is 901
 
pitching; 101 hitting; and vice versa. The particular
 
proportions may not be accurate but the spirit of the phrase
 
appears to be fuhdamentaily correct.
 
Of the several critlcisis lodged against the stepsise
 
regression procedure is the possibi!ity that the results will
 
lead the researcher to prematurely exclude certain variables fro®
 
future consideration (Ezekiaf & Fox, 1959). To correct for this
 
possibility, the prediction equation was developed using as many
 
of the original 11 variabies as possible, fls a result, several
 
of the variables Included (eg., fielding percentoge and
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 strikeouts) were only Borylnoiiy siynifleant or perhaps euen
 
Pon-siynifleant in the Initial analyses. Because of t^strong
 
relationships asong the several hitting variables, they were all
 
Included. The results of the standard regression analysis
 
yielded five predlctorsj slugging percentage, run-to-hit ratio,
 
batting average, fielding percentage, and ERB. These five
 
variables cofsbIned »ere then used to predict winning percentage
 
for the 1983 season with a standard error equal to .1576.
 
Despite the high correlations anong the validation sawple's
 
observed and predicted winning percentages, the standard error of
 
prediction appears sowewhat large. This is especially apparent
 
when compared to the error of prediction (SE = .0235) frot the
 
standard I1RR. fln Inspection of the validation sonple's predicted
 
ys (Table 6) Indicates that several of the teans were expected
 
to do ffiuch wore poorly than teaas traditionally do over the
 
course of a season. For exanple, the equation predicted that
 
several of the teows would be expected to win only 30S of their
 
gases when In fact it is very rare for a teas to win less than
 
101 of the gawes played.
 
The OFR produced two classification equations. IIith these
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equations it eas possible to corpectly classify 90.91# of the
 
teaiss in Sample f. Oaildatiny the equations produced less
 
spectacuiaPj but encouraytng results. Rpprdximotely 65# of the
 
teams playing during the 1983 season mere correctly classified
 
into either the first or second diuision of the final standings.
 
This classification scheme Improues upon random assignment by
 
66#. ,
 
in terns of deueioping a baseball squad It mould be useful for
 
general managers to haue empirically based Information about
 
their team's chances of ending the season in the first diulsion.
 
The structure of major league bosebalI is such that it is uery
 
difficult to get into the post season playoffs. For example, a
 
team must min its regional division in order to be eligible for
 
the league playoffs and possibly the Uorid Series. Hence, mith
 
four regionol divisions only four teams mill be eligible for the
 
league playoffs. Mhlle being a first division team mill not
 
guarantee a playoff appearance, being a competitive, first
 
division team enhances the chances considerably.
 
Baseball is a team sport. Hony successful teams have
 
attributed their success to the cohesiveness of the 25 roster
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 plogers. find; although only 9 pfoyers oon ploy ot o tlie^, It is
 
widely repognii:od thot In addition to the etarters^ the support
 
players aust have good indluldual perforianoes for the teaa to be
 
sucessful. The results of the present research indicate that
 
statistics contributed to by the entire teas are typically better
 
predictors of iinning then statistics reflecting only a fee of
 
the tean's players. For exoaplej statistics like double plays^
 
honerunSj strikeoutSi and stolen bases reflect contributions node
 
by teaa specialists, flithough these speciallets toy contribute
 
to the ouerall excitenent of a pdrticular goiei our results
 
suggest they do not pidy such an iiportant role In a teaa's
 
overall perfornance. On the other hand, statistics that reflect
 
the contributions of oil roster players such as slugging
 
percentage, run-to-hit ratIo, and ERfi account for o sIgnIfleant
 
proportion of a teas's sinning perfornance.
 
Issues Retoted to Present Research
 
Because this research was a preIfnInary step, the nunber of
 
potentially useful statistics sas vast, in addition to the
 
sideiy reported statistics, several variables could hove been
 
culled fro® sdne of the lore lore exotic statistics such as
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"TolaS Average" and the "Uafye fipproxiiatlen Jlethod" CJaaies,
 
1984)» Hoeever, an In depth anaiyele of the traditional laeaeuree
 
using sophistioated techniques was lacking. For this reasonj the
 
present research included several of basebalI"s nost cofflwoniy
 
reported teoe statistics. In the future^ it eight be interesting
 
to exaalne the effects of such variables as the nueber of runs
 
batted in CRBrs)^ the winning percentage of the bullpen staff,
 
or the percentage of close gases (2 runs or less) won by each
 
tean on overall winning percentage.
 
Uhen a group of predictor variables are highly inter-related,
 
the variance that they have In cowwon with the dependent variable
 
is attributed to the predictors entering the equation on the
 
initial steps. Therefore, if five highly related voriables enter
 
the equation In a stepwisS fashion, the later predictors should
 
be discarded only after careful consideration (Sordon, 1988). In
 
the present research the vdriable, slugging percentage, failed to
 
be included In the initial steps and night have been discarded as
 
an Insignificant predictor if oddltipnal analyses had not
 
revealed a significant relationship to winning percentage.
 
Future research ained at investigating the unique effects of each
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of the hitting variables »ould Include hierarchicalig forcing
 
each uariable to enter the equation first. If hoiieruns and
 
strikeouts^ for exaaple, stiil do not cqntrlbute significantly to
 
prediction when entered on the first step, they should not be
 
considered any further. This research strategy nay also lead to
 
the conclusion that the hitting uarldbles ore best understood as
 
a single unified pffenSive skill.
 
Statistics and Snort
 
the rapid growth in fineripan sport psychology has resulted
 
prinarlly fron the Interest of ciinicol psychologists in athletic
 
perfornance. Bithough psychologists nake up less than 501 of the
 
"sport psychologists" in flnerica, their philosophical Influence
 
is peruasiue. Statistical treatnents of the variables thought to
 
be Inportant in athletic perfornance are nuch rarer than research
 
focusing upon personaiity variables (e.g., Forge & Hartung, I979|
 
ilorgon St Johnsoni 1978; Nation & LeUnes, 1983). Bithough the
 
results presented here ore encouraging it would be a nistoke to
 
suggest that personality, social, and physical variables do not
 
play an inportant role In baseball tean perfornance. Uhat is
 
hoped, however, is that statistleal treatnents of perfornance
 
variables oil! be developed fully in conjunction eith the sore
 
"traditional" psychological approaches.
 
Sport psychology sill be successful in affecting athletic
 
perforsance only to the extent that it takes a holistic approach
 
to the analysis of sport behavior. This approach includes not
 
only an analysis of individual variables such as personality,
 
sotiviation and physique, but social and behavioral variables as
 
sell. It is the opinion of this reseacher, for exanple, that the
 
social interaction patterns evidenced by sport teass have been
 
seriously neglected by psychologists interested in athletic
 
perforsance. R conprehensive social analysis sould include the
 
adsinistrators and the coaches, as sell as the players. Bn
 
enpirical analysis of sport could then provide evidence related
 
to the success or failure of sociol interventions designed to
 
isprove sport perforsance. The present research serves os a
 
preliainary step in detersining shich perforsance seasures are
 
sost related to sinning baseball, and as a consequence, say be
 
the variabIes sost InfIuenced by the factors affecting teas
 
success and, perhaps, individual success as selI.
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Appendix: Descriptive And Inferential Analyses
 
of Saeples 2j 3, and 4.
 
Table A-t. Descriptive Statistics for the dependent and 
Independent variables In Sample 2. 
Standard 
Hean Red Ian Hode Deviation Skeeness 
Ulnning Pet. .500 .500 .460 .079 -.069 
Slugging Pet. .381 .381 ;365 .033 .136 
Fielding Pet. .978 .978 .978 .083 -.373 
Double Plays 149.392 145.900 136.000 17.482 .720 
Batting Ave. .254 .254 .24ft 015: -.096 
Homeruns 129.824 125.500 100,000 34.384 .414 
Doubles 220.919 2l8vi67 208.000 33.057 .190 
R/H Batio .482 1483 1454 .044: 1 :■ -.220 
Sqrt. of 
Stolen Bases 9.214 9.132 8.124 2.189 .391 
Base on Balls 474.027 467.500 492.000 69.701 .243 
Strikeouts 873:770 868.000 771.000 92.833 .047 
ERA 3.719 3.725 3.690 .525 -.089 
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Table fl-2. Descriptive Statistics for the dependent and
 
independent variables in Sanpie 3. 
Standard 
Bean Bedion Bode Deviation Skeeness 
Uinning Pet. .500 .500 .519 .071 -.025 
Slugging Pet. .372 ,373 .365 .029 -.017 
Fielding Pet. .977 .977 .978 .003 .024 
Double Ploys 152.486 148.500 147.000 19.287 .572 
Dotting flve. .255 .256 .244 .014 -.207 
Honeruns 112.459 110.000 124.000 28.756 .474 
Doubles 222.595 218.000 195.000 34.791 .238 
B/H Ratio .468 .468 .484 .040 -.174 
Sqrt of 
Stolen bases 9.837 9.664 7.000 2.371 .317 
Dose on Dal Is 462.000 464.500 446.000 63.455 .641 
Strikeouts 806.595 811.500 696.000 104.806 -.299 
EBB 3.604 3,595 3.930 .472 -.043 
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 Table B-3. Descriptive Statistics for the dependent and
 
independent variables in Saaple 4.
 
Winning Pet. 

Slugging Pet. 

Fielding Pet. 

Double Plays 

Batting Rve. 

Honeruns 

Doubles 

R/H Ratio 

llean 

.500 

.375 

.978 

155.000 

.256 

115.284 

224.135 

.473 

^ . ; : . 

Sqrt of
 
Stolen Bases 10.038 

Base on Balis 467.608 

Strikeouts 807.243 

ERR 3.665 

liedion 

.506 

.371 

.978 

154.500 

.256 

110.500 

216.500 

.470 

9.870 

460.504 

788.500 

3.635 

Hode 

.480 

.340 

.978 

148.000 

.246 

95.000 

213.000 

.449 
■ ■ ■■ ^ 
8.124 

430.000 

731.000 

2.990 

Standard 
Deviation Skesness 
.075 -.242 
.031 .356 
.003 -.513 
15.648 .245 
.015 -.017 
33,721 .338 
3.676 .520 
.039 .411 
; ■ ■ 
2.177 1.058 
68.985 .663 
103.085 .620 
.450 .514 
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Tobfe fl-4. Correlation llatrix for SoupIe 2®
 
Ulnnlng 
Pot. 
Slugging Fielding 
Pot. Pot. 
Double 
Plays 
Dotting 
Rue. 
Slugging Pot, .56652 
Fielding Pot. .41851 .07515 
Double Ploys .11634 .15349 .24698 
Batting Due. .51256 .87476 .04318 .20802 
Honeruns .43175 .83606 .04663 .08900 .51169 
Doubles .38807 .79065 .06479 .10405 .80145 
R/H Ratio .53050 .77184 .03342 .10867 .54078 
Sqrt of Stolen 
Bases 
Base on BaiIs 
.13093 
-.48805 
.17099 
-.05437 
-.09118 
-.32214 
-.01476 
.09469 
.28549 
-.14116 
II 
2 
Strikeouts .07076 -.05308 .10047 -.26278 -.17011 
ERR -.50812 .28429 -.28226 .06616 .24632 
®df = 70. Crltlcdl Ualues 
.274j « .005, 303 
(dne-talled)■ ^° •05, .195i 
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(Table continued)
 
R/H Sqpt of Doses on Strike
 
HoReruns Doubles Ratio Stolen Bases Balls Outs
 
Doubles .76419
 
R/H Ratio .76419 .55320
 
Sqrt of
 
'Stolen- ^
 
Bases -.09766 .41264 .16248
 
Base on
 
Balls .06365 .01583 .01324 -.00664
 
Strike
 
Outs .07530 -.09011 .11516 -.13182 .32031
 
ERR .27110 .32139 .25672 .06826 .61597 -.16788
 
^df = 70. Critical Oalues (one-talled); /!> .05/ .195; /» = .01|
 
.274; /» = .005/ .303
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Table fl-5. Correlation Hatrlx for Sa«ple 3®
 
Slugging Pet.
 
Fielding Pet.
 
Double Plage
 
Batting Rue.
 
Honeruns
 
Doubles
 
R/H Ratio
 
Sqrt of
 
Stolen Bases
 
Base on Balls
 
Strikeouts
 
ERR
 
Pet. Pet. Pet. Plays Rue. 
.5116! 
.16056 .18111 
-.05758 .30001 .03803 
.11010 .81036 .10893 .31158 
.11581 
.77628 .11589 .17036 .36661 
.35763 .80160 .10655 .12198 .77517 
.59895 .72509 .18725 .09176 .18117 
.13816 .12553 .05160 -.05211 .26007 
-.13131 
-.13615 
-.29110 .08202 --.03151 
.01651 
-.38081 
-.03613 -.10391 -
-.37266 
-.19003 .25879 
-.29971 .29873 .36161 
®df = 72. Criticai Daiues (one-tailed)
: p = .05, ,195j p « .01,
 
.274j .005, .303
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(Table R-5. continued)
 
R/H Sqrt of Base Strike
 
Honeruns Doubles Ratio Stolen Bases on Boils Outs
 
Doubles .39467
 
R/H Ratio .67842 .50481
 
Sqrt of
 
Stolen 
Bases -.13549 .25947 .22438 
Base on ■ ■ 
Balls -.15812 -.06560 -.05876 -.01030 
Strike 
Outs -.27050 -.35828 -.22655 -.06398 .13962 
ERR .09365 .29352 .17754 .06902 .50337 -.37385 
®df = 72, Critical Uaiues (one-talled)r ^ = .05, .195| p- .01,
 
.274; p = .005, .303
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Table fl-6. Oorretation flotrlx for Saaple 1®
 
Uinning Slugging Fielding Double Batting
 
Pet. Pet. Pet. Plays flue.
 
Slugging Pet. .61620
 
Fielding Pet. .45803 .23732
 
Double Plays -.08696 .13417 .07366
 
Batting flue. .54264 .83656 .11006 .16352
 
Hoieruns .45937 .79968 .27844 .01739 .41883
 
Doubles .38752 .72242 .11780 .15820 .70519
 
R/H Ratio .59593 .67914 .12918 -.01698
 .60013
 
Sqpt of
 
Stolen Bases .25255 .09255 -.03563 -.15147 .26565
 
Base on Balis 
-.56447 -.31263 -.23455 .21377 -.19440
 
Strikeouts .08689 -.20322
 .20625 -.29749 -.25440
 
ERR 
-.51429 .20731 -.26991 .33177 .22753
 
®df = 72. Critical Ualues (one-tailed): /» = .05/ .195| /* - .01,
 
.271; p = .005, .303
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(Table R-6 contInued)
 
R/H Sqrt of Base on Strike
 
Honeruns Doubles Ratio Stolen Bases Balis Outs
 
Doubles .32965
 
R/H Ratio .52615 .11225
 
Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases -.20270 .27502 .33326
 
Base on
 
BalIs -.00122 -.33019 -.26239 -,05121
 
Strike
 
Outs .13616 .18306 ,11662 -.25918 .03619
 
ERR -.20270 .27502 .33326 -.05118 .19315 -,36530
 
°df = 72. Critical Uaiues (one-tailed); /»= .05/ .195; p - ,01,
 
.271; p = .005, .303
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 Table fl-7. Stepslee regression of teas bosebali statistics on
 
sinning percentage for Sanpie 2.
 
Step Oariable	 5/.2 ^0
 
I. 	Slugging .56652 .32095 164.589® 34.030®
 
2. 	ERR .89896 .48717 247.294® 149.514®
 
3. 	R/H Ratio .91875 .03598 18.264® 126.343®
 
4. 	Batting Rue. .92751 .01616 8.203'^ 106.200®
 
5. 	Fielding Pet. .93313 .01046 5.309® 91.602®
 
6. 	Strikeouts .93516 .00379 1.924 77.823®
 
7. 	Double Plays .93536 .00038 .193 65.939®
 
8. 	Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases .93539 .00006 .030 56.855®
 
9. 	Doubles .93544 .00008 .041 49.799®
 
^'The /"scores assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent uariable sere calculated using Hodel II error ters.
 
"The /"score assessing the ouerall equation at each step.
 
V < .025
 
< ,01
 
V< .001
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Tabl@ Siepteise r*@gpes8ion of teciR boseboll ototisties on
 
sinning pepcentoge for Sospio 3.
 
^b
Step Marioble /?	 /•«
 
1.	 R/H Ratio .59895 .35874 166.996^ 40.279^
 
2.	 ERR .85204 .36723 170.948^ 94.050*^
 
3.	 Batting Rue. .92094 .12215 56.862^ 130.300^
 
4.	 Fielding Pet. .92690 .01101 5.125® 105.209'^
 
5.	 Strikeouts .92912 .00413 1.923 85.866<^
 
6.	 Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases ,92998 .00159 .740 71.461^
 
?•	 Base on Balis ,93062 .00121 .563 60.967'^
 
8. Ooubies .93091 .00053 ,247 52.779«^
 
9, Ooubie Plays .9309? .00011 .005 46,237^
 
10. Slugging Pet. .93098 .00003 .013 40.973^
 
11. Hoeeruns .93103 .00008 .037 36.68I®'
 
°The /'scores assessing the unique contribution of each
 
Independent uariable were coicuiated using itodel it error term.
 
^The /'scores assessing the ouerail equation at each step of the
 
equation.
 
V< .025.
 
^p < .001.
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 Table fl-9, Stepeise regression of tea® baseball statistles on
 
sinning percentage for Sasple 1.
 
/-a ^b
Step Uarlable	 R
 
!.	 Slugging Pet. .61620 .37971 234.388® 44.074®
 
2.	 EBfi .90024 .43072 265.876® 151.767®
 
3.	 R/H Ratio .92668 .04831 29.820® 141.841®
 
4.	 Fielding Pet. .93443 .01443 8.907® 118.750®
 
5.	 Batting Rve. .94160 .01344 8.296^ 106.332®
 
6.	 Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases .94267 .00203 1,253 89.099®
 
7.	 Doubles .94457 .00358
 2.212 78.043
 
0. Double Ploys .94654 0026? 1.648 69.166
 
9. Hoseruns .94654 .00107 .660 61.230
 
10.	 Strikeouts .94663 .00016 .099
 54.338
 
°The /"scores assessing the unique contribution of each
 
Independent uariable sere calculated using ffodel II error ten.
 
^The /"score assessing the overall equation at each step.
 
V< .005
 
< .01
 
V < .001
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Table fl-IO. Hierarchical regression of tean baseball statistics
 
on winning percentage for Sanple 2. The hitting oariabies
 
coaprise a set that entered the equation first with ERR entering
 
second.
 
^b
Step Uoriable R SP^
 
1. Slugging Pet. .56652 .32095 164.590r 34.030^
 
2. R/H Ratio .58519 .02150 272.051^ 18.488^
 
3. Hoaeruns .60043 .01806 9.262® 13.154^
 
4. Doubles .64524 .05582 28.626^ 12.305^
 
5. Batting Rue. .65783 .01640 8.415^ 10.375^
 
6. ERR .92753 .42758 219.272^ 68.775^
 
7. Fielding Pet. .93317 .01049 5v379® 63.549^
 
8. Strikeouts .93519 .00378 1.938 56.657*
 
9. Double Plays .93537 .00035 .179 49.744*
 
°The Fscores assessing the unique contribution of eoch
 
independent uariabie were calculated using tlodel 11 error tera.
 
^The /"scores assessing the ouerall equation at each step.
 
V < .025
 
< .01
 
< .005
 
V < .001
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 Table fl-tl. Hierarchical regression of tean baseball statistics
 
on elnnlng percentage for Saeple 3. The hitting oarlables
 
conprlsed a set that entered the equation first elth ERH entering
 
second.
 
^b
Step Uariable R
 
1. R/H Ratio .59895 .35874 168.423® 40.279®
 
2. Slugging Pet. .62000 .02566 12 22.168®
 
3. Doubles .62494 ,00614 2.883 14.952®
 
4. Honeruns .63466 .01225 5.751'^ 11.635®
 
5. Batting Rve. .64468 .01281 6.014^ 9.672®
 
6. ERR .92161 .43375 203.638® 62.960®
 
7. Fielding Pet. .92744 .01078 5.061® 57.985®
 
8. Strikeouts .92961 .00403 1.892 51.692®
 
9. Base on BalIs .93032 .00133 .624 45.760®
 
to. Double Plays .93035 .00004 .019 40.556®
 
°The /"scores ossessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent uarlable eere calculated using tlodei II error tern.
 
''The /"scores assessing the overall equation at each step.
 
V< .05
 
V< .025
 
< .001
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TabSe B-12. Hierarchical regression of teae basebofi statistics
 
on winning percentage for Sawpfe 1. The hitting variables
 
comprise a set that entered the equation first with EBB entering
 
second.
 
fQ
Step Uariabie R /b
 
1. Slugging Pet. .61620 .37971 226.018® 44.074®
 
2. R/H Ratio .66193 .05844 34.786® 27.684®
 
3. Doubles .66357 .00217 1.292 18.357®
 
4. Honeruns .67029 .00898 5.345® 14.073®
 
5. Batting Rve. .67174 .00194 1,155 11.183®
 
6. ERR .93437 .42181 251.077® 76.790®
 
7. Fielding Pet. .94410 .01828 10.881'^ 77.329®
 
8. Double Plays .94465 .00105 .625 67.364®
 
9. Base on Balls .94468 .00005 .029 58.991®
 
°The /"scores ossessing the ynique contribution of each
 
independent variable sere caicuiated using Hodel If error teri.
 
^The /"scores assessing the overall equation ot each step.
 
V< .025
 
.005
 
V< .001
 
Table B-13. Hierar>chical regreesion of teaa baseball statistics
 
on sinning percentage for Saaple 2. Teaa ERB entered the
 
equation first follosed by the set of hitting uariables.
 
^0 /-b
Step Mariable
 
1. EBB	 .50812 .25819 130.399® 25.059®
 
2.	 Slugging Pet. .89896 .54994 277.747® 149.514®
 
3.	 R/H Ratio .91875 .03598 18.172® 126.343®
 
4.	 Batting Rue. .92751 .01616 8.162^ 106.200®
 
5.	 Doubles .92752 .00002 .010 83.743®
 
6.	 Honeruns .92753 .00003 .015 68.775®
 
7.	 Fielding Pet. .93317 .01049 5.298® 63.549®
 
0.	 Strikeouts. .93519 .00378 1.919 56.657®
 
9.	 Double Plays .93537 .00035 .177 49.744®
 
10.	 Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases .93544 .00012 .061 44.119®
 
^The /"scores assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent uariabie sere calculated using fiodel II error tera.
 
^The /"scores assessing the overoH equation at each step.
 
V< .05
 
.005
 
®iP< 	.001
 
Table R-li. Hierarchical regression of teas baseball statistics
 
on sinning percentage for Sonple 3. lean ERA entered the
 
equation first foilowed by the set of hitting variables.
 
frtx ^b
Step Moriable	 R
 
1. ERR	 .49003 .24013 111.688*' 22.753*'
 
2. R/H Ratio .85204 .48584 225.972*' 94.050*'
 
3. Batting Rue. .92094 .12215 52.163*' 130.301*'
 
4. Doubles .92143 .00090 .419 97.009*'
 
5. Slugging Pet. .92151 .00015 .069 76.574*'
 
6. Honeruns .92161 .00018 .084 62.960*'
 
7. Fielding Pet. .92744 .01078 5.014*^ 57.985*'
 
8. Strikeouts .92961 .00403 1,874 51.692*'
 
9. Base on Balls .93032 .00133 .619>;.: 45.760*'
 
10.	 Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases .9309$ .00116 .539 40.948*'
 
11.	 Double Plays .93103 .00015 .069 36.682*'
 
°The Fscores assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent oariabie sere caIcuIoted using ItodeI 11 error tern.
 
''The /'scores assessing the ooera11 equation ot each step.
 
.05
 
d.
><	.001
 
\AO
 
 Table fl-15. Hierarchical regression of tean baseball statistics
 
on 0inning percentage for Sanple 1. Tean ERR entered the
 
equation first folloeed bg the set of hitting variables.
 
Step Uarfable	 7?
 
1. 	ERR .51429 .26450 160.303® 25.892®
 
2. 	Slugging Pet. .90024 .54593 330.867® 151.767®
 
3. 	R/H Ratio .92668 .04831 29.279® 141.842®
 
4. 	Batting Rue. .93189 .00968 5.867® 113.847®
 
5. 	Doub1es .93308 .00222 1.345 91.531®
 
6. 	Hotteruns .93437 .00241 1.461 76.790®
 
7. 	Fielding Pet. .94410 .01828 11.079'^ 77.329®
 
8. 	Sqrt of Stolen
 
Bases .94552 .00269 1.63 68.535®
 
9. 	Double Plays .94654 .00193 1.170 61.230®
 
10. Strikeouts .94663 .00016 .097 54.337®
 
°The /"scores assessing the unique contribution of each
 
independent variable eere calculated using Hodel If error tern.
 
^The /"scores assessing the overall equation at each step.
 
^p < .025
 
< .005
 
V < .001
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Table fl-16. ^eeights froB standard regression of teas baseball
 
statistics on winning percentage for Sampies 2, 3, and 4.
 
Uortable Saaple 2 Sanple 3 Sanple 4
 
Slugging Pet. .4004 -.0539 1.5813
 
Fielding Pet. 2.8055 2.5445 3.5961
 
m 
-.1050 -.1005 -.1035
 
R/H Ratio .6965 .8866 .5296
 
Batting Rue. 1.8392 2.2592 .5679
 
Strikeouts .0001 .0000 -.0000
 
Doubles -.0000 -.0001 -.0003
 
Koaeruns .0000 .0001 .0004
 
Contstant -2.8521 -2.6296 -3.5405
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Table B~I9. Unstandardized Discrieinant Coefficients and
 
classification coefficients for Saaples 2, 3^ and 4.
 
SoapIe 2
 
Slugging Pet.
 
Fielding Pet.
 
ERfi
 
R/H Ratio
 
Batting Rve.
 
Constant
 
SoapIe 3
 
Slugging Pet.
 
Fielding Pet.
 
ERR
 
R/H Ratio
 
Batting five.
 
Constant
 
SoapIe 4
 
Slugging Pet.
 
Fielding Pet.
 
ERR
 
R/H Ratio
 
Batting Rve.
 
Constant
 
Discriffiinant
 
Function Coefficients
 
29.08
 
32
 
-2.50
 
26.33
 
H.42
 
-44.75
 
87.91
 
44.95
 
-2.64
 
12.73
 
-47.49
 
-57.40
 
76.25
 
110.00
 
-1.84
 
16.10
 
-43.81
 
-120.50
 
CiosslfIcation
 
Eouotion Coefficients
 
Division t 

-571.46
 
137414,10
 
325.67
 
2345.48
 
6290.43
 
-68349.94
 
-6546.63
 
103764.50
 
216.91
 
-60.66
 
6510.28
 
-5133.04
 
2635.77
 
129745.60
 
100.79
 
1765.19
 
2216.88
 
-64221.79
 
Division 2
 
-657.30
 
137319.6
 
333.04
 
2267.75
 
6247.87
 
-68217.89
 
-6311.01
 
103629.40
 
224.86
 
-88.96
 
6653.12
 
-51160.42
 
2436.98
 
129458.80
 
105.59
 
1723.21
 
2331.10
 
-63907.64
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Table fl-20. Direct Oiscrisinant Function Realyeis results of
 
!es 2, 3, and 1.
 
Milks' Percent Correctly
 
SoapIe f affibda f df Clossifled
 
2 .309 17.37 8,62 931
 
3 .301 16.31 8,63 921
 
4 .364 13.559 8,6! 901
 
The H uaries due to deletion of aorgina! cases.
 
V< ,001.
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